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Abstract

We discuss the issue of conditioning on events with probability zero within an imprecise-probabilistic setting, where it
may happen that the conditioning event has lower probability zero, but positive upper probability. In this situation, two
different conditioning rules are commonly used: regular extension and natural extension. We explain the difference
between them and discuss various technical and computational aspects. Both conditioning rules are often used to update
an imprecise belief model after receiving the information that some event O has occurred, simply by conditioning on O,
but often little argumentation is given as to why such an approach would make sense. We help to address this problem
by providing a firm foundational justification for the use of natural and regular extension as updating rules. Our results
are presented in three different, closely related frameworks: sets of desirable gambles, lower previsions, and sets of
probabilities. What makes our justification especially powerful is that it avoids making some of the unnecessary strong
assumptions that are traditionally adopted. For example, we do not assume that lower and upper probabilities provide
bounds on some ‘true’ probability mass function, on which we can then simply apply Bayes’s rule. Instead a subject’s
lower probability for an event O is taken to be the supremum betting rate at which he is willing to bet on O, and his
upper probability is the infimum betting rate at which he is willing to take bets on O; we do not assume the existence of
a fair betting rate that lies in between these bounds.

Keywords: conditioning, updating, probability zero, regular extension, natural extension, sets of desirable gambles

1. Introduction

Conditioning on events with probability zero is traditionally considered to be problematic because Bayes’s rule
cannot be applied. In those cases, depending on the approach that is taken, the conditional probability measure is
either left undefined or chosen freely without enforcing any connection with the unconditional measure. The latter
approach has the advantage of being more flexible, but it does not really solve the problem, because it provides no
guidelines on how to come up with such a conditional model. In order to avoid all issues with countable additivity and
measurability—which make the problem even more complicated—we restrict attention to finite state spaces, thereby
allowing us to work with probability mass functions. In that case, the most common solution to this problem is to
simply ignore it, because from a practical point of view, in a finite state space, events with probability zero are usually
considered to be impossible anyway, which makes the task of conditioning on them rather irrelevant.

The situation becomes more complex when we consider a set of probability mass functions instead of a single one,
because then, the lower and upper probability of an event need not coincide, and it may have lower probability zero, but
positive upper probability. This happens frequently in practice. For example, many common methods for deriving sets
of probabilities from data will assign lower probability zero to an event for which there is no data—because it might
well be impossible—but not upper probability zero—because the fact that you have not seen it yet does not imply that
it is impossible. Clearly, such events cannot be ignored, and we need to be able to condition on them.

Fortunately, working with sets of probability mass functions is already part of the solution, because it allows us to
condition on an event O that has probability zero in a trivial manner, simply by taking the conditional model to be the
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set of all probability mass functions on O; this is called the vacuous model on O. Since Bayes’s rule does not impose
any constraints, this vacuous model represents all we know about the conditional probability mass function on O.

If we start from a set M of mass functions, then three cases can be distinguished. If every mass function in M
assigns probability zero to O, we use the vacuous model on O as our conditional model. If every element of M assigns
positive probability to O, the conditional set of mass functions is obtained by applying Bayes’s rule to every element
of M . The remaining possibility is the one that we have already mentioned: the case that O has probability zero
according to some elements of M —lower probability zero—but positive probability according to others—positive
upper probability. Here, imprecise-probabilistic frameworks—such as, but as we shall see not limited to, sets of
probability mass functions—usually distinguish between two main conditioning rules: natural and regular extension.
Natural extension again uses the vacuous model on O, consisting of all probability mass functions on O. Regular
extension ignores the probability mass functions in M that assign probability zero to O and simply applies Bayes’s
rule to the others.

Example 1. Consider a ternary state space Ω = {a,b,c} and let f be the real-valued map on Ω that is defined
by f (a) := 1, f (b) := 2 and f (c) := 3. Let M be the set of all mass functions p on Ω for which the corresponding
expectation Pp( f ) := ∑ω∈Ω f (ω)p(ω) of f —also called the prevision of f —is higher than or equal to 2 or, equivalently,
the largest set of mass functions on Ω such that the lower expectation

P( f ) := inf
p∈M

Pp( f )

of f —also called the lower prevision of f —is equal to two. Since the unitary constraint for mass functions implies that
p(a)+2p(b)+3p(c)≥ 2⇔ p(c)≥ p(a), M is simply the set of all mass functions on Ω for which the probability of
c is at least as high as that of a.

Now let O = {a,c} be the event that b does not happen. According to M , the lower and upper probability of O are
equal to 0 and 1, respectively. The lower probability 0 is attained by a single degenerate probability mass function pb
that assigns all mass to b. If we use natural extension to condition the set M on the event O, then since O has lower
probability zero, we obtain the set of all mass functions on O—the vacuous model on O. Regular extension, on the
other hand, corresponds to applying Bayes’s rule to every mass function in M except pb, and results in a conditional
model that is significantly smaller, as it only contains those conditional probability mass functions on O for which
p(c|O)≥ p(a|O). Hence, the conditional lower probability of c that is provided by regular extension is equal to 1/2,
whereas it is 0 according to natural extension. ♦

As this example shows, regular extension can be a lot more informative than natural extension, in the sense that the
resulting conditional set of mass functions is smaller—twice as small in this particular case. One can even come up
with examples where regular extension results in a single conditional mass function and natural extension still returns
the vacuous model [38, Appendix J2].

For this reason, from a practical point of view, regular extension is more useful than natural extension. Conditioning
is not merely a technical concept, but also a popular updating tool. After being informed that an event O has occurred,
we wish to update our former model to obtain a new one, and the most popular approach for doing so is to condition
the old model on the event O. For a single mass function, the use of Bayes’s rule as an updating tool has been justified
by many authors—see for example Refs. [29, 28, 30]—and this justification easily translates to sets of probabilities, by
applying it elementwise. After updating, the updated set of mass functions takes the role of the original one, and is then
used for inference, classification or decision making. Clearly, in order for this new model to be of practical use, it should
be as informative as possible, and definitely not vacuous, which is why—as far as updating is concerned—regular
extension is usually preferred over natural extension.

So far, so good. However, imprecision in probability theory can be represented by more models than just sets of
probabilities. Consider for example the vacuous model, which is taken to model complete ignorance. In the framework
of sets of probability mass functions, this corresponds to the use of the set of all possible mass functions. However, this
is only a limited form of ‘complete’ ignorance, because it assumes the existence of such a mass function; we are only
ignorant about which mass function it should be. Walley refers to this assumption as the dogma of ideal precision [38,
Section 1.1.5]; we will simply call it ideal precision. It might seem like a trivial assumption, but it is in fact not. In order
to understand why, we need to go back to the meaning of probability. Frequentists would argue that it is a limiting
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frequency. Indeed, in some cases, it is. But why should this be the case in general? And why should the frequencies
converge? In any case, for a single experiment that is not repeated, this interpretation no longer works. People that
favour the subjective approach will argue that probabilities are a subject’s fair betting rates. However, from a subjective
point of view, it seems hardly compelling that a subject should have such a fair betting rate for every event.

In order to avoid making such a strong assumption, some imprecise-probabilistic frameworks work directly with the
bounds that are created by a set of probabilities, rather than the set itself. Walley’s theory of coherent lower previsions
is an important example [38]. In fact, it is not even necessary to refer to a set of probability mass functions at all. For
example, the lower probability of an event O can be taken to be the supremum betting rate for betting on O, and the
upper probability can be regarded as the infimum betting rate for taking bets on O. These lower and upper probabilities
need not coincide; there might be betting rates at which you are neither willing to bet on O nor willing to take bets on O.
It is important to realise that this interpretation does not imply the existence of some fair but unknown betting rate that
lies in between these two bounds. More generally, we can consider supremum buying prices and infimum selling prices
for arbitrary gambles—risky transactions whose payoff depends on the uncertain value of some variable—without
assuming that the subject has a fair price for this gamble that lies in between these bounds. For example, the assessment
P( f ) = 2 that is made in Example 1 need not be interpreted as a constraint on the expectation operator of some unknown
probability mass function. Instead, the lower prevision P( f ) can be interpreted directly as a subject’s supremum buying
price for the gamble f .

The nice thing about these alternative frameworks is that they are as powerful as their sets of probability mass
functions counterpart, without the strong assumptions that come with the latter. For example, natural and regular
extension can be defined directly in terms of lower previsions, using the consistency requirement of coherence to
relate conditional lower previsions to unconditional ones [38, 19]. If O has lower probability zero and positive upper
probability, coherent conditioning allows for anything in between natural and regular extension. Natural extension is
the most conservative conditional model, whereas regular extension is the most informative one. From a technical point
of view, these conditioning rules can even be shown to be equivalent to their counterparts for sets of mass functions. It
suffices to consider the set of compatible mass functions, apply natural or regular extension to that set, and then consider
the corresponding lower and upper previsions or probabilities. However, without an assumption of ideal precision, these
sets of compatible mass functions are just mathematical objects, and can no longer be interpreted as sets of candidates
for the ‘true’ model. Therefore, in that case, the fact that Bayes’s rule can be justified as an updating rule for mass
functions no longer leads to a justification for updating by means of natural or regular extension.

The main goal of this paper is to provide a firm foundational justification for the use of natural and regular extension
as updating rules, directly in terms of lower previsions, and without any reference to ideal precision, Bayes’s rule
or sets of probability mass functions. In order to achieve this goal, we study the problem of updating in terms of
sets of desirable gambles, an imprecise-probabilistic framework that is closely related to—but slightly more general
than—lower previsions. Instead of considering buying prices for gambles, this framework works directly with the
gambles themselves, in particular those that are considered to be desirable—strictly preferred to the status quo. We
consider two rules for updating these sets of desirable gambles, derived directly from basic principles. By translating
them into the language of lower previsions, we eventually obtain a justification for the use of natural and regular
extension as updating rules.

We start off in Section 2 by connecting the theory of sets of desirable gambles with that of lower previsions and
sets of probability mass functions, restricting ourselves to the case where the uncertain variable of interest takes values
in a finite space Ω. We provide an overview of some of the most important results in the literature and fill in some gaps
as we go along. For readers who are new to imprecise probabilities, this can be regarded as an introduction to the field.
The more advanced reader will notice that our approach differs from some of the more conventional ones. We build
the theory from scratch, using sets of desirable gambles as our starting point, in a way that closely resembles—but
nevertheless differs slightly from—the approach advocated by Williams [43, 32]. In this way, we obtain a notion
of coherence for conditional lower previsions that is completely structure-free, in the sense that the domain of the
conditional lower prevision can be an arbitrary set of couples of the form ( f ,B), with B⊆Ω an event and f a gamble.
Another subtle difference is that we take f to be a gamble on B rather than on Ω. We prefer our choice because we
think that a conditional model should be a model for—should be expressed in terms of gambles on—the elements of
the conditioning event rather than those of the original state space, especially once we start using conditional models as
updated ones.

After all this theory is in place, we start discussing the two conditioning rules that we are most interested in:
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natural and regular extension. Section 3 introduces these rules in detail, defines them in terms of each of the different
frameworks we consider, compares them with one another, provides pointers to the literature, and discusses various
technical and computational issues. Every framework turns out to have its own merits: sets of probabilities provide
the most intuitive—or ought we to say familiar—definition, sets of desirable gambles provide us with a conceptually
simple interpretation, and lower previsions make the whole approach computationally tractable.

In Section 4, we shift the focus from conditioning to updating and study the problem of updating directly in terms
of sets of desirable gambles. We introduce an asymmetric version of Walley’s updating principle, discuss the conditions
under which it makes sense to use it, and explain how it leads to a justification for updating by means of natural
extension. It turns out that our approach leaves room for other updating rules as well, including more informative ones,
such as regular extension. However, in order to justify them, our asymmetric version of Walley’s updating principle is
not sufficient, and needs to be combined with additional arguments.

This is exactly what we do in Section 5, for the particular case of updating by means of regular extension. The basic
idea is that, since we are looking for an updated model that is meant to be used after some event O has occurred, we
are—in the process of coming up with such an updated model—making an implicit assumption that O can occur. This
assumption allows us to include an extra assessment that, when combined with our asymmetric version of Walley’s
updating principle, leads to conditional models that coincide with regular extension. We provide two versions of this
justification for updating by means of regular extension. A simple version, which requires an assumption of ideal
precision, and a more involved one, which does not.

We end the paper in Section 6 by summarising our main achievements and highlighting some aspects which we
believe to be important. We also discuss remaining open problems and possible avenues for future work.

AppendixA gathers a number of additional technical results that we consider to be relevant, but which do not fit
into the main storyline of the paper.

2. Modeling uncertainty within a finitary context

Consider a variable X that takes values ω in a non-empty finite state space Ω. A subject’s uncertainty about
the—possibly unknown—actual value of X can then be represented in multiple ways, the most common of which is to
use a single probability mass function on Ω. In this section, we briefly introduce three alternative approaches: sets of
desirable gambles, lower previsions, and (sets of ) linear previsions.

Essential to each of these frameworks is the notion of a gamble on Ω, which is a real-valued function on Ω that
is interpreted as an uncertain payoff. If the actual value of X turns out to be ω , the owner of a gamble f receives
the—possibly negative—payoff f (ω), expressed in units of some predetermined linear utility scale.1 We denote the set
of all gambles on Ω as G (Ω). This is a linear space under pointwise addition of gambles and pointwise multiplication
of gambles with real numbers. For any two f1 and f2 in G (Ω), we write ‘ f1 ≥ f2’ if (∀ω ∈ Ω) f1(ω) ≥ f2(ω) and
‘ f1 > f2’ if f1 ≥ f2 and f1 6= f2. Interesting subsets of G (Ω) are denoted by using predicates as subscripts; for example:
G (Ω)>0 := { f ∈ G (Ω) : f > 0} is the set of all non-negative gambles on Ω, excluding zero.

Events are identified with subsets of Ω. Hence, the set of all events is the power set P(Ω) of Ω. We will often
consider the set P /0(Ω) := P(Ω)\{ /0} of all non-empty events as well. Since Ω is finite, P(Ω) and P /0(Ω) are finite
too. With every event O ∈P(Ω), we associate a special gamble IO on Ω, called its indicator, that assumes the value 1
on O and 0 elsewhere.

2.1. Sets of desirable gambles
Sets of desirable gambles constitute the first framework we consider [40]. The basic idea here is to model a subject’s

uncertainty about the value of X by looking at gambles on Ω that he finds desirable. A subject is said to find a gamble f
desirable if he strictly prefers it to the zero gamble. In other words, if he strictly prefers ownership of f over ownership
of the zero gamble—the status quo.

In order to reflect a rational subject’s uncertainty, a set of desirable gambles D should be coherent, meaning that it
satisfies the following consistency criteria.

1As long as the amounts of money remain limited, many people perceive the utility of a monetary reward to be a linear function of its monetary
value; see Ref. [38, Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2] for additional discussion, including an example of a well-defined utility scale that is perfectly linear.
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Definition 1 (Coherence for sets of desirable gambles). A set D of desirable gambles on Ω is coherent if for all
λ ∈ R>0 and all f , f1, f2 ∈ G (Ω):2

D1. f = 0⇒ f /∈D; [avoiding null gain]

D2. f > 0⇒ f ∈D; [desiring partial gain]

D3. f ∈D ⇒ λ f ∈D; [positive scaling]

D4. f1, f2 ∈D ⇒ f1 + f2 ∈D . [combination]

Criteria D1 and D2 are rationality criteria; they follow directly from our interpretation of desirability. The zero gamble
should not be desirable [D1]; gambles without negative payoffs and with the possibility of a positive payoff should
always be desirable [D2]. Criteria D3 and D4 follow from the linearity of our utility scale.

Coherence has a number of useful consequences as well, which can be obtained by combining D1–D4. For example,
for any coherent D , and any f ,g ∈ G (Ω):

D5. g≥ f and f ∈D ⇒ g ∈D ; [monotonicity]

D6. f ≤ 0⇒ f /∈D . [avoiding non-positive gain]

2.1.1. Natural extension
In practice, we cannot expect a subject to specify for each gamble f ∈ G (Ω) whether or not he finds it desirable.

Instead, all that is usually obtained from an elicitation procedure is an assessment A ⊆ G (Ω), which may be only a
subset of a subject’s set of desirable gambles. Furthermore, such an assessment is often not coherent. However, by
applying D2–D4, we can use A to infer the desirability of other gambles. The largest set of desirable gambles that can
be constructed in this way is3

E (A ) :=
{ n

∑
i=1

λi fi : n ∈ N, fi ∈A ∪G (Ω)>0,λi ∈ R>0

}
. (1)

By construction, E (A ) satisfies D2–D4. Consequently, E (A ) is coherent if and only if it avoids null gain [D1].
Furthermore, if E (A ) is coherent, then it is the smallest coherent set of desirable gambles that contains A , and we then
call E (A ) the natural extension of A . Since coherence is trivially preserved under taking intersections, this natural
extension E (A ) is then also equal to the intersection of all the coherent supersets of A .

Even after enlarging an assessment by means of natural extension, the resulting set of desirable gambles is not
guaranteed to be exhaustive. Further elicitation may result in additional desirable gambles. However, for various reasons,
one may be unwilling or uncapable of performing such further elicitation; see Ref. [38, Section 2.10.3] for numerous
examples. Hence, we will not require a set of desirable gambles D to be exhaustive, nor will we interpret it in this way.

2.1.2. Conditional sets of desirable gambles
One of the advantages of working with sets of desirable gambles is that conditioning is extremely elegant. Consider

a set of desirable gambles D and an event B ∈P /0(Ω). Then the corresponding conditional set of desirable gambles is
given by [10]

DcB := { f ∈ G (B) : IB f ∈D}, (2)

where, by introducing the convention that 0×undefined := 0, we let IB f be a gamble on Ω that coincides with f on
B and is zero elsewhere. The intuition behind this definition is very simple: when B occurs, the gambles IB f and f
are indistinguishable in practice. Contingent on B occurring, they yield the same payoff; if B does not occur, then IB f
results in a zero payoff whereas f is not defined. This definition of conditioning preserves coherence: if D ⊆ G (Ω) is
coherent, then DcB⊆ G (B) is clearly coherent as well.

2We use R>0 as a convenient shorthand notation for {λ ∈ R : λ > 0}, and similarly for R≥0.
3We define the natural numbers N as the set of all positive integers. We use N0 := N∪{0} to refer to the version that includes zero.
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Alternative methods for conditioning a set of desirable gambles have also been proposed [38, 40, 22, 4], using the
notation ‘|’ rather than ‘c’; all of these alternative methods result in a set of gambles on Ω instead of B. We prefer
the present version because we find it more intuitive that conditioning on an event B produces a model for—a set of
gambles on—that event. In any case, the choice between these definitions is mainly an aesthetical one, because they are
all mathematically equivalent [10, Section 3.2].

2.2. Lower previsions
Instead of asking a subject to evaluate the desirability of a gamble directly, one can also ask him at which prices he

would be willing to buy or sell that gamble. This is the approach that is taken in Walley’s theory of lower previsions [38].
For any gamble f on Ω, the lower prevision P( f ) of f is a subject’s supremum buying price for f . Similarly, the upper
prevision P( f ) of f is his infimum selling price for f . Since selling f for a price α is equivalent to buying − f for a
price −α , lower and upper previsions are related by conjugacy: P( f ) =−P(− f ). For this reason, it suffices to discuss
only one of them. We follow Walley in concentrating on lower previsions.

Due to their interpretation as supremum buying prices, lower previsions can easily be related to sets of desirable
gambles. In order to connect both approaches, it suffices to require that a subject considers the gamble f −α to be
desirable if and only if he strictly prefers buying f for the price α to the status quo—not buying any gamble at all.
Using this connection, a coherent set of desirable gambles D trivially results in a lower prevision PD , as defined by

PD ( f ) := sup
{

α ∈ R : f −α ∈D
}

for every f ∈ G (Ω). (3)

Alternatively, lower previsions can be assessed directly as well. Any real valued function P with arbitrary domain
K ⊆ G (Ω) can be interpreted as a lower prevision. We say that P is coherent if there is a coherent set of desirable
gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) such that P( f ) = PD ( f ) for all f ∈K .4

Lower previsions are less expressive than sets of desirable gambles. For a given coherent lower prevision P on
G (Ω), there may be multiple coherent sets of desirable gambles D such that P = PD , the smallest of which is5

DP := { f ∈ G (Ω) : P( f )> 0 or f > 0}.

All of these sets have the same associated set of almost desirable gambles

cl(D) :=
{

f ∈ G (Ω) : (∀δ ∈ R>0) f +δ ∈D
}
= { f ∈ G (Ω) : PD ( f )≥ 0}. (4)

We write cl(D) because, if D is coherent, then the set on the right-hand side of the defining equality in Eq. (4) is equal
to the topological closure of D , with respect to the topology that is induced by the Euclidean metric. Similarly, they
will also have the same topological interior

int(D) :=
{

f ∈ G (Ω) : (∃δ ∈ R>0) f −δ ∈D
}
= { f ∈ G (Ω) : PD ( f )> 0}. (5)

It is furthermore easily proved that these conditions are equivalent: if D1 and D2 are two coherent sets of desirable
gambles, then

PD1
= PD2

⇔ cl(D1) = cl(D2)⇔ int(D1) = int(D2). (6)

Hence, coherent sets of desirable gambles with the same lower prevision PD differ only in their border cl(D)\ int(D).
Nevertheless, which part of this border belongs to D—the border structure of D—may be important, for the following
two reasons [40]. First of all, in a decision making context, it enables one to distinguish between strict and weak
preference. For example, for two gambles f ,g ∈ G (Ω), we might say that f is strictly preferred over g if and only if
f −g ∈D , whereas f is weakly preferred over g if and only if f −g ∈ cl(D)⇔ PD ( f −g)≥ 0. The set of desirable
gambles D is able to distinguish between these two notions, but the lower prevision PD is not.6 Secondly, as we will
illustrate further on, the border structure of a set of desirable gambles may have a significant impact on the conditional
models it produces.

4The connection with other definitions of coherence for lower previsions is discussed in Section 2.2.3.
5In Ref. [38, Section 3.8.1], this set is denoted by D+ and is called the associated set of strictly desirable gambles.
6Similar observations can be made for other notions of strict and weak preference for sets of desirable gambles; see for example Refs. [38, 21, 40].
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2.2.1. Conditional lower previsions
In the theory of lower previsions, conditional models are not merely regarded as derived concepts that are obtained

through conditioning. Instead, they are primitive concepts, can be assessed directly, and are related to their unconditional
counterparts by coherence. For any event B ∈P /0(Ω) and any gamble f ∈ G (B), we interpret the conditional lower
prevision P( f cB) of f given B as a subject’s supremum buying price for f , contingent on the occurrence of B.7,8 When
considered as an operator, a conditional lower prevision P(·c·) is a real-valued function whose domain can be any set C
of couples ( f ,B), with B ∈P /0(Ω) and f ∈ G (B). Hence, if we let C (Ω) := {( f ,B) : B ∈P /0(Ω), f ∈ G (B)} be the
largest such set, then C can be any subset of C (Ω). If C contains only couples of the form ( f ,Ω), with f ∈K ⊆ G (Ω),
then P(·c·) can be identified with an unconditional lower prevision P on K , defined by P( f ) := P( f cΩ) for all
f ∈K . Furthermore, for any B ∈P /0(Ω), the operator P(·cB) can be regarded as an unconditional lower prevision on
CB := { f ∈ G (B) : ( f ,B) ∈ C } ⊆ G (B).

Due to the connection between desirability and buying prices, every coherent set of desirable gambles D has a
unique corresponding conditional lower prevision PD (·c·), obtained by letting PD (·cB) be the lower prevision that
corresponds to DcB:

PD ( f cB) :=sup
{

α ∈ R : f −α ∈DcB
}

(7)

=sup
{

α ∈ R : IB[ f −α] ∈D
}

for every B ∈P /0(Ω) and f ∈ G (B). (8)

However, sets of desirable gambles are still more expressive; different D can lead to the same PD (·c·) [21, Section 6].
A conditional lower prevision is said to be coherent if it can be derived from a coherent set of desirable gambles by

means of Eq. (8).

Definition 2 (Coherence for conditional lower previsions). A conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with domain C is said
to be coherent if there is some coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) such that9

P( f cB) = PD ( f cB) for every ( f ,B) ∈ C .

Since coherence for sets of desirable gambles is preserved under taking intersections, we find that coherence for
conditional lower previsions is preserved under taking pointwise infima, or equivalently: the lower envelope of a set of
coherent lower previsions is again a coherent lower prevision.

Proposition 1. Consider an arbitrary index set I and, for every i ∈ I, a coherent conditional lower prevision Pi(·c·) on
C ⊆ C (Ω). The conditional lower prevision P(·c·) on C , defined by

P( f cB) := inf
i∈I

Pi( f cB) for all ( f ,B) ∈ C

is then also coherent.

Proof of Proposition 1. For every i ∈ I, the coherence of Pi(·c·) implies the existence of a coherent set of desirable
gambles Di ⊆ G (Ω) such that Pi( f cB) = PDi

( f cB) for all ( f ,B) ∈ C . Now let D := ∩i∈IDi. Since coherence for sets
of desirable gambles is trivially preserved under taking intersections, we know that D is coherent. Consider now any
( f ,B) ∈ C . In order to prove the result, it clearly suffices to show that PD ( f cB) = infi∈I Pi( f cB).

For all i ∈ I, we have that D ⊆ Di and therefore also that PD ( f cB) ≤ PDi
( f cB) = Pi( f cB). This allows us to

infer that PD ( f cB) ≤ infi∈I Pi( f cB). Consider now any ε ∈ R>0. Eq. (8) then implies that IB[ f −PD ( f cB)− ε] /∈
D = ∩i∈IDi. Hence, there is some i∗ ∈ I such that IB[ f −PD ( f cB)− ε] /∈Di∗ . Since Di∗ is coherent, this implies that
IB[ f −α] /∈Di∗ for all α ≥ PD ( f cB)+ ε , which in turn implies that PDi∗

( f cB)≤ PD ( f cB)+ ε . Since we also know
that infi∈I Pi( f cB) = infi∈I PDi

( f cB) ≤ PDi∗
( f cB), this allows us to infer that infi∈I Pi( f cB) ≤ PD ( f cB)+ ε . Since

this is true for all ε ∈ R>0, we find that infi∈I Pi( f cB)≤ PD ( f cB). We conclude that PD ( f cB) = infi∈I Pi( f cB).

7Other authors consider the conditional lower prevision P( f |B) of gambles f ∈ G (Ω) instead; the connection with our approach will be
established in Section 2.2.3.

8See Eq. (7) for an explicit definition.
9We will establish a connection with other definitions of coherence for conditional lower previsions in Section 2.2.3.
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Coherence of P(·c·) implies that P(·c·) is separately coherent [38, Section 6.2.2], by which we mean that, for all
B ∈P /0(Ω), P(·cB) is a coherent lower prevision on CB.10 However, separate coherence does not imply coherence:
coherence of P(·cB), for all B ∈P /0(Ω), is not sufficient for P(·c·) to be coherent. Whenever we want to clearly
distinguish between separate coherence and coherence, we will refer to the latter as joint coherence.

If for every B ∈ B, with B a subset of P /0(Ω), we have a lower prevision P(·cB) on KB ⊆ G (B), we use
P(·cB) := {P(·cB) : B ∈B} to refer to this collection of lower previsions. It should be clear that such a collection can
also be identified—trivially—with a conditional lower prevision P(·c·) on C := {( f ,B) : B ∈B, f ∈KB}. We call a
collection P(·cB) separately coherent if each of its individual elements P(·cB) is coherent; we call it (jointly) coherent
if the corresponding conditional lower prevision is (jointly) coherent. If the collection we are referring to is clear from
the context, we do not mention it explicitely. For example, we might say that a lower prevision P on G (Ω) is coherent
with a lower prevision P(·cB) on G (B); by this, we simply mean that the corresponding collection—consisting of the
lower previsions P(·cΩ) := P(·) and P(·cB)—is jointly coherent.

2.2.2. Natural extension
Since D is not required to be exhaustive, PD (·cB) is not exhaustive either; the subject’s actual supremum buying

price for f contingent on B may be higher than PD (·cB). If P(·c·) is assessed directly, then similarly, we do not
require it to be exhaustive. A particularly useful advantage of this interpretation is that it allows us to turn a—possibly
incoherent—lower prevision P(·c·) into a coherent one by correcting it upwards.

To understand how this comes about naturally, the first step is to realise that a coherent lower prevision is simply an
assessment of desirable gambles: due to our interpretation for P( f cB), we know that for any ε ∈ R>0, there is some
α ≥ P( f cB)−ε such that IB[ f −α] is a desirable gamble. By combining this with D2 and D4, we find that the gambles
in

AP(·c·) :=
{
IB[ f −P( f cB)+ ε] : ( f ,B) ∈ C and ε ∈ R>0

}
.

are desirable and therefore also, by D2–D4, that the gambles in EP(·c·) := E (AP(·c·)) are desirable. Furthermore, since
EP(·c·) is the natural extension of the assessment AP(·c·), we know from Section 2.1.1 that EP(·c·) is the smallest set of
gambles whose desirability is implied by coherence (D2–D4) and (the assessment that corresponds to) P(·c·).

The next step is to consider the supremum buying prices that correspond to this set of desirable gambles EP(·c·), as
given by

E( f cB) :=PEP(·c·)
( f cB) for every B ∈P /0(Ω) and f ∈ G (B). (9)

The resulting operator E(·c·) is defined on C (Ω), and its restriction to C dominates P(·c·), in the sense that

E( f cB)≥ P( f cB) for all ( f ,B) ∈ C . (10)

Let us begin by taking a look at what happens if EP(·c·) is coherent. In that case, E(·c·) is a coherent conditional
lower prevision, and we will refer to it as the natural extension of P(·c·). Not only does it—if necessary—correct P(·c·)
upwards on C to make it coherent, it also extends the domain of this correction to all of C (Ω). Furthermore, out of all
such coherent upwards corrections of P(·c·), E(·c·) is the most conservative—most imprecise—one that can always be
inferred from P(·c·) without having to add extra assessments.

Proposition 2. Consider a conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with domain C and let P′(·c·) be any coherent conditional
lower prevision on C ′ ⊇ C that dominates P(·c·) on C . Then

P′( f cB)≥ E( f cB) for all ( f ,B) ∈ C ′.

Proof. By Definition 2, there is some coherent set of desirable gambles D such that PD ( f cB) = P′( f cB) for all
( f ,B) ∈ C ′. Furthermore, by an argument similar to the one we provided for EP(·c·) in the main text, we know that
EP′(·c·) consists of gambles whose desirability is implied by P′(·c·). Hence, we find that EP′(·c·) ⊆D . Also, since P′(·c·)
dominates P(·c·) on C , AP(·c·) is clearly a subset of AP′(·c·) and therefore EP(·c·) is a subset of EP′(·c·). This implies that
EP(·c·) ⊆D and therefore also, by Eq. (7), that P′( f cB) = PD ( f cB)≥ PEP(·c·)

( f cB) = E( f cB) for all ( f ,B) ∈ C ′.

10It suffices to realise that there is a coherent set of desirable gambles on G (B)—in particular: DcB—from which P(·cB) can be obtained by
means of Eq. (3)—in particular: Eq. (7).
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We conclude that if EP(·c·) is coherent, the natural extension E(·c·) provides us with the most conservative—lowest—
coherent supremum buying prices that are compatible with (the assessment that corresponds to) P(·c·).

So far, so good. But what if EP(·c·) is incoherent? As we know from Section 2.1.1, the only way for this to happen
is if EP(·c·) does not avoid null gain [D1], meaning that EP(·c·) contains the zero gamble. Even worse, as we show in
Proposition 3 below, there are f ∈ EP(·c·) for which f < 0. In other words, there are gambles whose desirability is
implied by P(·c·) and D2–D4, but which are guaranteed never to yield a positive payoff, and in some cases even yield a
negative payoff. If this happens, then clearly, there is something wrong with P(·c·). Indeed, it turns out that if EP(·c·) is
incoherent, then P(·c·) is incoherent as well, and it cannot be made coherent by correcting it upwards. Hence, in that
case, it is not possible to construct a coherent lower prevision that is consistent with (the non-exhaustive interpretation
of) P(·c·), and the only option is to reassess P(·c·).

Proposition 3. Consider a conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with domain C . Then the following statements are
equivalent:

(i) EP(·c·) is incoherent;

(ii) f < 0 for some f ∈ EP(·c·);

(iii) E( f cB) = +∞ for some ( f ,B) ∈ C ;

(iv) Every conditional lower prevision that dominates P(·c·) on C is incoherent.

Proof. It clearly suffices to show that (i)⇒(ii)⇒(i), (i)⇒(iii) and ¬(i)⇒¬(iv)⇒¬(iii).
We start by proving that (i)⇒(ii) and (i)⇒(iii). So assume that (i) holds: EP(·c·) is incoherent. Then as explained

in Section 2.1.1, EP(·c·) does not avoid null gain [D1], implying that there are n ∈ N, (∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}) ( fi,Bi) ∈ C ,
εi ∈ R>0, λi ∈ R>0 such that

g :=
n

∑
i=1

λiIBi [ fi−P( ficBi)+ εi] = 0.

Hence, for all λ ∈ R>0, we find that

−λ IB1 =−
2λ

λ1ε1
λ1IB1

ε1

2
≥ 2λ

λ1ε1

(
−

n

∑
i=1

λiIBi

εi

2
+g

)
=

2λ

λ1ε1

(
n

∑
i=1

λiIBi

[
fi−P( ficBi)+

εi

2

])
= : h

and therefore, since h ∈ EP(·c·), and because EP(·c·) satisfies D2 and D4 and therefore also D5, that −λ IB1 ∈ EP(·c·). This
already implies that (ii) holds. Now assume ex absurdo that (iii) does not hold, implying in particular that E( f1cB1)< ∞

and therefore, that there is some α ∈R such that IB1( f1−α) /∈ EP(·c·). Consider any λ ∈R>0 such that λ > α−min f1.
Then IB1( f1−α)≥−λ IB1 and hence, since (as we have just shown) −λ IB1 ∈ EP(·c·), and because EP(·c·) satisfies D5,
we find that IB1( f1−α) ∈ EP(·c·). This is a contradiction, allowing us to conclude that (iii) holds.

(ii)⇒(i) is trivial: by combining (ii) with the fact that EP(·c·) satisfies D5, we immediately find that EP(·c·) does not
avoid null gain [D1].

For ¬(i)⇒¬(iv), it suffices to recall that, as explained earlier on in Section 2.2.2, coherence of EP(·c·) implies that
E(·c·) is a coherent conditional lower prevision that dominates P(·c·) on C .

Finally, we prove that ¬(iv)⇒¬(iii). So assume that ¬(iv): there is a coherent conditional lower prevision P′(·c·)
that dominates P(·c·) on C . Then by Proposition 2, for any ( f ,B) ∈ C , P′( f cB)≥ E( f cB). Hence, since P′(·c·) is by
definition real-valued, we find that E( f cB)< ∞ for all ( f ,B) ∈ C .

By combining this result with Proposition 2, we obtain the following alternative characterisation of coherence.

Corollary 4. Consider a conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with domain C . Then P(·c·) is coherent if and only if it
coincides with E(·c·) on C .

Proof. First assume that P(·c·) is coherent. Then trivially, P(·c·) is a coherent lower prevision that dominates P(·c·) on
C . Hence, by Proposition 2, P(·c·) dominates E(·c·) on C . However, by Eq. (10), the converse holds as well. Hence,
P(·c·) and E(·c·) coincide on C .
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Next, assume that P(·c·) and E(·c·) coincide on C . Now assume ex absurdo that EP(·c·) is incoherent. Then by
Proposition 3(i)&(iii), there is some ( f ,B) ∈ C such that E( f cB) = ∞ and therefore, by assumption, also P( f cB) = ∞.
This is a contradiction because P(·c·) is a conditional lower prevision and therefore, by definition, real-valued. Hence,
EP(·c·) is coherent. This implies that E(·c·) is coherent too, and therefore, since P(·c·) is by assumption the restriction
of E(·c·) to C , P(·c·) is coherent as well.

If P(·c·) is coherent then, as one would intuitively expect, the most conservative coherent upwards correction of
P(·c·) is P(·c·) itself. However, even in that case, natural extension is still an important tool, as it allows us to coherently
extend P(·c·) to all of C (Ω) in the most conservative way possible.

Consider for example the common case where C := {( f ,Ω) : f ∈ G (Ω)}, meaning that P(·c·) is essentially an
unconditional lower prevision P(·) := P(·cΩ) on G (Ω). In that case, natural extension can be regarded as a conditioning
rule: for any B ∈P /0(Ω), it provides us with a corresponding coherent lower prevision E(·cB) on G (B);11 it is
guaranteed to be coherent with P, and out of all lower previsions on G (B) that are coherent with P, it is the most
conservative—most imprecise—one.

2.2.3. Comparison with other approaches
Besides Definition 2, many other definitions for coherence have been proposed as well; see Ref. [24] for an overview.

As we are about to explain, within our finitary context—recall that Ω is finite—, many of them are mathematically
equivalent to our approach.

First of all, in most of these other, more conventional definitions, the lower prevision P(·|B) is defined for gambles
on Ω rather than B. By analogy with conditioning for sets of desirable gambles, we use the notation ‘c’ rather than the
more conventional ‘|’ as a reminder of this difference. On the more conventional approach, PD ( f |B) is still defined by
Eq. (8), but with f an element of G (Ω) instead of G (B), and Definition 2 remains identical: we just have to replace ‘c’
by ‘|’. We prefer our present version because we find it more intuitive that conditioning on an event B produces a model
for—a lower prevision for gambles on—that event. Also, it allows us to use Eq. (7), which we think is particularly
elegant because it illustrates that Eq. (8) follows directly from Eqs. (2) and (3). Mathematically, both approaches are
equivalent. Indeed, if P(·|·) is coherent, then P( f |B) depends only on the restriction fB ∈ G (B) of f to B, allowing
us to identify P(·|·) with a coherent lower prevision P(·c·). Conversely, if P(·c·) is coherent, then the lower prevision
P(·|·) that is defined by

P( f |B) := P( fBcB) for all f ∈ G (Ω) and B ∈P /0(Ω) such that ( fB,B) ∈ C

is coherent. Even stronger: P(·|·) is coherent if and only if P(·c·) is coherent. Given this connection, we now compare
Definition 2 with a number of alternative definitions for coherence.

Formally, the notion of coherence that resembles Definition 2 the most is that of Williams [44, 43, 35] (W-coherence).
The main difference is that he considers so-called acceptable gambles rather than desirable ones. As was essentially
pointed out by Williams himself—the cone A ′

0 in Ref. [44, Proposition 3] is identical to our EP(·c·)—, this leads
to an equivalent definition; see Ref. [21] for some results in terms of desirable gambles. Two other differences are
that Williams considers upper rather than lower previsions and that he imposes some structure on the domain of
P(·|·).12 Ref. [24, Section 3.1] explains that this does not make any difference either; structure-free generalisations
of W-coherence for lower previsions can be found in Refs. [31, 24, 34] and [32, Chapter 13]. Another, more popular
definition of coherence is that of Walley [38] (Walley-coherence); this definition is not structure-free. When it is
applicable, Walley-coherence is known to be equivalent to W-coherence if Ω is finite [38, Appendix K]. We conclude
that within our finitary context, Definition 2 is equivalent to both Walley- and W-coherence and that therefore, we can
import all sorts of useful results that were developed for these other notions of coherence, ranging from theoretical
properties [38, 32] to computational techniques [42, 34].

11We provide an explicit expression for this conditioning rule further on in Section 3.2.
12He requires the domain to be of the form in Corollary 6.
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2.2.4. Properties of coherent conditional lower previsions
Coherence has many useful consequences; see for example Refs. [43, 38, 32]. We list only a few.
Consider a coherent conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with arbitrary domain C and let P(·c·) be the associated

conditional upper prevision, as defined by

P( f cB) :=−P(− f cB) for all ( f ,B) ∈ C (Ω) such that (− f ,B) ∈ C .

Then for all A,B ∈P /0(Ω) such that B⊆ A, all λ ∈ R≥0, all µ ∈ R and all f ,g ∈ G (B), the following properties hold
whenever the expressions involved are well-defined:

C1. P( f cB)≥min f ;

C2. P(λ f cB) = λP( f cB); [non-negative homogeneity]

C3. P( f +gcB)≥ P( f cB)+P(gcB); [super-additivity]

C4. P(IB[ f −P( f cB)]cA) = 0;

C5. P( f cB)+P(gcB)≥ P( f +gcB)≥ P( f cB)+P(gcB)≥ P( f +gcB);

C6. P( f cB)≤ P( f cB)≤max f ;

C7. g≥ f ⇒ P(gcB)≥ P( f cB); [monotonicity]

C8. P( f +µcB) = P( f cB)+µ . [constant additivity]

Conditions C1–C4 have a special status because—as the following result by Williams establishes—they can be used to
characterise coherence.

Proposition 5 ([43, 38, 32]). Consider a non-empty subset B of P /0(Ω) and, for all B ∈B, a linear subspace KB
of G (B). Let P(·c·) be any conditional lower prevision with domain C := {( f ,B) : B ∈B and f ∈KB}. Then P(·c·)
is coherent if and only if it satisfies C1–C4. Furthermore, for any B ∈B, P(·cB) is coherent if and only if it satisfies
C1–C3. Hence, in this particular case, P(·c·) is jointly coherent if and only if it is separately coherent and satisfies C4.

2.2.5. Betting rates
Before we move on to the connection between lower previsions and probability measures, we would like to draw

attention to a particular aspect of sets of desirable gambles and the lower previsions that are associated with them.
Clearly, the notion of a gamble is closely related to betting: similarly to what happens with betting, we either lose

or gain utility (money), depending on the uncertain value of a variable X (the outcome of some experiment). This
connection is especially clear if we consider indicators of events. For any B ∈P /0(Ω) and λ ∈ R>0 and α ∈ R, the
gamble λ (IB−α) corresponds to paying λα in order to receive λ if B happens. In other words: betting on B, at a
betting rate α , and with stakes λ . Due to the linearity of our utility scale [C2], the desirability of such a bet does not
depend on the stakes λ , but only on the betting rate α: the gamble IB−α is desirable if and only if you are willing to
bet on B at a betting rate α . Hence, we find that the supremum betting rate at which you are willing to bet on B, as
defined by

PD (B) := sup
{

α ∈ R : IB−α ∈D
}
= PD (IB), (11)

is equal to the lower prevision of IB. Similarly, since α− IB is desirable if and only if you are willing to take bets on B
at a betting rate α—bet against B at a betting rate 1−α—we find that the upper prevision of IB is equal to the infimum
betting rate

PD (B) := PD (IB) = inf
{

α ∈ R : α− IB ∈D
}

(12)

at which you are willing to take bets on B. By coherence [C1 and C6], we find that

0≤ PD (B)≤ PD (B)≤ 1, (13)

as is to be expected for (supremum and infimum) betting rates. For reasons that should become clear shortly, PD (B)
and PD (B) are often referred to as the lower and upper probability of B, respectively. However, this should not be taken
to imply the existence of an unknown probability P(B) of B, for which PD (B) and PD (B) provide lower and upper
bounds; this may be the case in some situations, but in general, the interpretation in terms of betting rates is more
fundamental. We discuss this point further in Section 2.4.3.
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2.3. Linear previsions
If a subject’s supremum rate P(B) for betting on B coincides with the infimum rate P(B) at which he is willing to

take bets on B, then P(B) := P(B) = P(B) is his fair betting rate for the event B. Similarly, for a gamble f ∈ G (Ω), if
P( f ) = P( f ), then P( f ) := P( f ) = P( f ) is the subject’s fair price for f , called the prevision of f by de Finetti [11]. If
a conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with domain C assigns such fair prices to all gambles, in the sense that ( f ,B) ∈ C
if and only if (− f ,B) ∈ C and that

P( f cB) = P( f cB) = : −P(− f cB) for all ( f ,B) ∈ C ,

then P(·c·) is said to be self-conjugate, is referred to as a conditional prevision, and we then simply write P(·c·) instead
of P(·c·) or P(·c·).

If a conditional prevision P(·c·) is coherent, then by combining C1–C4 with self-conjugacy, we find that it satisfies
the following properties. For all A,B ∈P /0(Ω) such that B ⊆ A, all λ ∈ R, and all f ,g ∈ G (B), and whenever the
expressions involved are well-defined:

P1. min f ≤ P( f cB)≤max f ;

P2. P(λ f cB) = λP( f cB); [homogeneity]

P3. P( f +gcB) = P( f cB)+P(gcB); [additivity]

P4. P(IB f cA) = P( f cB)P(BcA).

As we can see from conditions P2 and P3, for all B ∈P /0(Ω), P(·cB) is a linear operator, and for this reason, coherent
conditional previsions are also referred to as linear conditional previsions. Proposition 5 leads to the following
convenient characterisation.

Corollary 6 ([43, 38, 32]). Consider a non-empty subset B of P /0(Ω) and, for all B ∈B, a linear subspace KB of
G (B). Let P(·c·) be any conditional prevision with domain C := {( f ,B) : B ∈B and f ∈KB}. Then P(·c·) is coherent
if and only if it satisfies P1–P4. Furthermore, for any B ∈B, P(·cB) is coherent if and only if it satisfies P1–P3. Hence,
in this particular case, P(·c·) is jointly coherent if and only if it is separately coherent and satisfies P4.

We denote the set of all linear conditional previsions on C (Ω) by P. Furthermore, for any B ∈P /0(Ω), we let PB
be the set consisting of all linear previsions on G (B). In this way, for any B ∈P /0(Ω) and P(·c·) ∈ P, we have that
P(·cB) ∈ PB. PΩ corresponds to an important special case.

2.3.1. Full conditional probability measures
One of the reasons why linear previsions are an important special case, is because they allow us to link the

behavioural approach to modelling uncertainty, which we have just introduced, with the more conventional approach
using probability measures.

Indeed, consider a linear prevision P(·c·) on C (Ω) and use P(BcA) as a shorthand notation for P(IBcA). Then by
P1–P4, for all A,B ∈P /0(Ω) and C,D ∈P(Ω) such that C∩D = /0 and C ⊆ B⊆ A:

F1. P(BcB) = 1;

F2. P(CcB)≥ 0;

F3. P(C∪DcB) = P(CcB)+P(DcB);

F4. P(CcA) = P(CcB)P(BcA). [Bayes’s rule]

Hence, formally, the restriction of P(·c·) to indicators can be identified with a full conditional probability measure,
because F1–F4 are the defining properties for such a measure [13].13 Conditions F1–F3 assert that, for any B ∈P /0(Ω),

13see Ref. [6] for a recent overview of related literature.
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P(·cB) satisfies the usual axioms of probability, and F4 corresponds to Bayes’s rule. Furthermore, the original conditional
prevision can be fully recovered from this full conditional probability measure. By linearity, for any f ∈ G (B), since
f = ∑ω∈B f (ω)I{ω}, we find that

P( f cB) = ∑
ω∈B

f (ω)p(ωcB)

is the expected value of f with respect to the probability mass function p(·cB) that corresponds to P(·cB), as defined
by p(ωcB) := P({ω}cB) = P(I{ω}cB) for all ω ∈ B.

If every element of Ω has positive probability, Bayes’s rule uniquely determines all conditional probabilities,
and in that case, a full conditional probability measure and its associated linear conditional prevision is completely
characterised by the unconditional mass function p(·) := p(·cΩ). However, if P(B) = 0, Bayes’s rule imposes no
non-trivial restrictions on P(·cB) and a full conditional measure then allows for P(·cB) to be specified separately.

2.4. Sets of linear previsions
The link between probability measures and lower previsions is not restricted to the special case of linear previsions.

In general, lower previsions are related to sets of linear previsions and therefore, by the results in the previous section,
to sets of probability measures.

2.4.1. The lower envelope theorem
For any conditional lower prevision P(·c·) on an arbitrary domain C , we can consider the corresponding set of

dominating linear conditional previsions, as given by

KP(·c·) := {P(·c·) ∈ P : P( f cB)≥ P( f cB) for all ( f ,B) ∈ C }. (14)

The following fundamental result by Williams [43] shows that P(·c·) is coherent if and only if (a) there is at least one
such dominating linear prevision and (b) the lower envelope of all these dominating linear previsions is equal to P(·c·).

Theorem 7 (Lower envelope theorem [43]). Consider a conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with domain C . Then P(·c·)
is coherent if and only if KP(·c·) 6= /0 and

P( f cB) = min{P( f cB) : P(·c·) ∈ KP(·c·)} for all ( f ,B) ∈ C .

Furthermore, in that case, by conjugacy, the corresponding conditional upper prevision is given by

P( f cB) = max{P( f cB) : P(·c·) ∈ KP(·c·)} for all (− f ,B) ∈ C .

By combining the lower envelope theorem with the results in Section 2.2.2, we obtain an alternative expression for
the natural extension: EP(·c·) is coherent if and only KP(·c·) 6= /0 and, in that case, we have that

E( f cB) = min{P( f cB) : P(·c·) ∈ KP(·c·)} for all ( f ,B) ∈ C (Ω). (15)

2.4.2. Credal sets
Although the set KP(·c·) is extremely powerful from a theoretical point of view, it is often too complex to work with

in practice. For this reason, it is sometimes convenient to restrict the domain of the conditional previsions in KP(·c·). In
particular, for any B ∈P /0(Ω), we may consider the set

KB
P(·c·) := {P(·cB) : P(·c·) ∈ KP(·c·)} ⊆ PB,

consisting of linear previsions on G (B). Alternatively, instead of restricting the domain of the conditional previsions in
KP(·c·), we may also regard P(·cB) as an unconditional lower prevision on CB := { f ∈ G (B) : ( f ,B) ∈ C }—provided
that CB 6= /0—and consider the set of all linear previsions on G (B) that locally dominate P(·cB):

KP(·cB) := {P ∈ PB : P( f )≥ P( f cB) for all f ∈ CB}.

The following result establishes that it does not really matter which road we take. If the domain of P(·c·) is sufficiently
large, KB

P(·c·) and KP(·cB) coincide.
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Proposition 8. Consider an event B ∈P /0(Ω) and a coherent conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with domain C such
that CB = G (B). Then KP(·cB) = KB

P(·c·).
14

Proof. We only prove that KP(·cB) ⊆ KB
P(·c·). The converse inclusion holds trivially. Consider therefore any P ∈ KP(·cB).

We show that P ∈ KB
P(·c·).

Let P∗(·c·) be the conditional lower prevision on C that is defined by

P∗( f cA) :=

{
P( f cA) if A 6= B
P( f ) if A = B

for all ( f ,A) ∈ C .

and consider any g ∈ EP∗(·c·). We set out to prove that g 6< 0. If g > 0, this is trivial. If g 6> 0, we infer from g ∈ EP∗(·c·)
that there are n ∈ N and, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, λi ∈ R>0, ( fi,Ai) ∈ C and εi ∈ R>0 such that

g≥
n

∑
i=1

λiIAi [ fi−P∗( ficAi)+ εi] = ∑
i∈I

λiIAi [ fi−P∗( ficAi)+ εi]+ ∑
i∈I′

λiIAi [ fi−P∗( ficAi)+ εi]

= ∑
i∈I

λiIAi [ fi−P( ficAi)+ εi]+ ∑
i∈I′

λiIB[ fi−P( fi)+ εi],

with I := {i ∈ {1 . . .n} : Ai 6= B} and I′ := {i ∈ {1 . . .n} : Ai = B}. If I′ = /0—and therefore I = {1, . . . ,n}—we find
that g ∈ EP(·c·) and therefore, by Proposition 3 and the fact that P(·c·) is coherent, that g 6< 0. Hence, we may assume
that I 6= /0, allowing us to define f := ∑i∈I′ λi fi and ε := ∑i∈I′ λiεi. By the linearity of P, and the fact that P ∈ KP(·cB),
we now have that

g≥∑
i∈I

λiIAi [ fi−P( ficAi)+ εi]+ IB[ f +P(− f )+ ε]≥∑
i∈I

λiIAi [ fi−P( ficAi)+ εi]+ IB[ f +P(− f cB)+ ε],

where P(− f cB) is well-defined because CB = G (B) and therefore (− f ,B) ∈ C . Since P(·c·) is coherent, we infer
from the lower envelope theorem [Theorem 7] that there is a linear conditional prevision P′(·c·) ∈ KP(·c·) such that
P(− f cB) = P′(− f cB) =−P′( f cB) and therefore also

g≥∑
i∈I

λiIAi [ fi−P( ficAi)+ εi]+ IB[ f +P(− f cB)+ ε]≥∑
i∈I

λiIAi [ fi−P′( ficAi)+ εi]+ IB[ f −P′( f cB)+ ε],

implying that g ∈ EP′(·c·) and therefore, by Proposition 3 and the fact that P′(·c·) is coherent, that g 6< 0. Since we have
proved that this holds for any g ∈ EP∗(·c·), we infer from Proposition 3 that KP∗(·c·) is non-empty.

Now let P∗(·c·) be any element of this non-empty set KP∗(·c·). We infer from P ∈ KP(·cB) that P dominates P(·cB) on
CB = G (B) and therefore, that P∗(·c·) dominates P(·c·) on C . Furthermore, since P∗(·c·) ∈ KP∗(·c·) implies that P∗(·c·)
dominates P∗(·c·) on C , we find that P∗(·c·) dominates P(·c·) on C , or equivalently, that P∗(·c·) ∈ KP(·c·). Also, by the
linearity of P and P∗(·c·), we find that

P( f ) = P∗( f cB)≤ P∗( f cB) =−P∗(− f cB)≤−P∗(− f cB) =−P(− f ) = P( f )

for all f ∈ G (B), implying that P∗(·cB) = P and therefore also, since P∗(·c·) ∈ KP(·c·), that P ∈ KB
P(·c·).

Focussing on the ‘local’ sets KP(·cB) is not only useful from a practical point of view. They satisfy a fundamental
theoretical property as well: under the weak*-topology—the topology of pointwise convergence—KP(·cB) is a closed
and convex subset of PB [38, Section 3.6.1]. Equivalently, and more intuitively, the corresponding set of probability
mass functions on B is convex and closed, when regarded as a subset of RB, and using the topology that is induced by
the Euclidean metric [16, Section 10.2].15 Any such closed and convex set of probability mass functions is called a
credal set [18]. We will denote the credal set that corresponds to KP(·cB) by MP(·cB).

14Many thanks to Enrique Miranda. The first author still remembers asking him if he knew whether this result was true. He said he did not know.
Later that day, while strolling through town in search for a beer, he passed on a folded piece of paper. On it, he had written down the central idea of
the proof we provide here.

15Other, arguably more intuitive, topologies can be used as well; see Refs. [37, 7] for more information.
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One practical advantage of the fact that these local sets KP(·cB) are closed and convex is that it allows us to
characterise them by means of their set of extreme points ext(KP(·cB))—those elements of KP(·cB) that cannot be written
as a proper convex combination of two other elements. In particular: KP(·cB) is the convex hull of ext(KP(·cB)) [38,
Section 3.6.2(b), note 5]. Equivalently, and perhaps more intuitively, the credal set MP(·cB) is the convex hull of its
vertices [27, Corollary 18.5.1]. The most important consequence of this result is that P(·cB) is the lower envelope of
ext(KP(·cB)) [38, Section 3.6.2(c)]:

P( f cB) = min{P( f ) : P ∈ ext(KP(·cB))} for all f ∈ G (B). (16)

This is especially useful if KP(·cB)—or equivalently, MP(·cB)—is finitely generated, by which we mean that it has a
finite number of extreme points. By Eq. (16), P( f cB) is then simply the minimum of a finite number of previsions.

2.4.3. The sensitivity analysis interpretation
The lower envelope theorem is not merely a theoretical result, it also suggest an alternative interpretation for coherent

conditional lower previsions: a coherent conditional lower prevision P(·c·) is simply a convenient representation for the
set of linear conditional previsions KP(·c·), or equivalently, the corresponding set of full conditonal probability measures.
On this interpretation, one of these full conditional probability measures is believed to be the true, ideal model, but
because of economic or time-constraints, or due to measurement errors, we are unable to specify it exactly, and can
only provide a set of candidates. Walley [38, Section 1.1.5] refers to this belief in the existence of an ideal probability
measure as the dogma of ideal precision;16 the corresponding interpretation of conditional lower previsions is called
the sensitivity analysis interpretation.

However, care should be taken in adopting this interpretation. As we are about to demonstrate by means of two
examples, there are many situations in which it is not applicable. See Refs. [41, 38] for extensive additional discussion.

From a frequentist point of view, the existence of a fair betting rate—probability—for an event follows from an
hypothesis that the experiment at hand is part of an infinite sequence of—independent or exchangeable—analogous
experiments, where analogous is taken to mean that they have the same distribution. This notion of fair betting
rate—probability—is problematic because it requires a predefined notion of probability; in that sense, the frequentist
argument is circular. In any case, this frequentist hypothesis is only tenable if the limiting frequency of the event
actually converges.17 Nevertheless, it is sometimes applicable. For example, if each of the experiments corresponds
to a flip of the same fair coin, it seems reasonable to regard P(H) = 1/2 as a fair betting rate for heads. Similarly, if
we are told that the coin is not fair, but that its probability for heads lies in between 1/4 and 3/4, we are led to consider
the set of all linear previsions for which 1/4 ≤ P(H) ≤ 3/4, which can be conveniently represented by the—in this
case unique—coherent lower prevision for which P(H) = 1/4 and P(H) = 3/4. However, the limiting frequency does
not always converge. Consider for example a case where we do not know how the instances of heads and tails are
generated—it might be a coin flip, but it might also be by some other generating process—and where we observe that
the limiting frequency of heads does not converge, but rather cycles in between 1/4 and 3/4. In such a case, for a single
experiment in this series, it seems again reasonable to bet on heads at any rate below 1/4 and to take bets on heads at
any rate above 3/4, leading us to adopt P(H) = 1/4 and P(H) = 3/4 as our lower and upper prevision for (the indicator
of) heads. However, in this case, there seems to be no reason to assume that there is such a thing as a fair (but unknown)
betting rate P(H) for betting on heads.18

A completely different, and rather extreme situation occurs when we want to model an experiment that is not
repeated, and about which we know absolutely nothing. In that case, for any non-constant gamble f ∈ G (Ω), it would
be sensible to buy f for any price below min f , and sell it for any price higher than max f , leading us to adopt the
so-called vacuous lower prevision Pv and the corresponding upper prevision Pv, as defined by

Pv( f ) = min f and Pv( f ) = max f for all f ∈ G (Ω).

However, here too, there seems to be no reason to assume the existence of some subject’s fair (but unknown) price
P( f ), in the sense that he should be willing to buy f for any price below P( f ), and buy f for any price above.

16We will henceforth refer to this idea as that of “ideal precision”, to avoid the provocative use of the term ‘dogma’.
17Under this hypothesis, convergence happens almost surely because of the law of large numbers.
18Such an assumption could be reasonable if there is some time-dependent fair betting rate, taking values in [1/4,3/4], of which the specific time

evolution is unknown. However, we do not consider it reasonable to assume the existence of such a time-dependent fair betting rate based only on the
observation that the limiting frequency cycles in between 1/4 and 3/4.
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2.4.4. Arbitrary sets of linear previsions
If we choose to adopt the sensitivity analysis interpretation, and apply it to a coherent conditional lower prevision

P(·c·), we are led to model uncertainty by means of a set KP(·c·) of linear conditional previsions. However, this is merely
a special case, and as we have seen in Section 2.4.2, KP(·c·) satisfies very specific properties. If we adopt ideal precision
as a principle on its own—without the sensitivity analysis interpretation—we are not required to restrict attention to
sets of linear previsions of this particular form. Any set of linear conditional previsions K ⊆ P can be used to model
uncertainty. They do not need to be conditional either. Subsets K of PΩ may also be considered.

With any set K ⊆ P of linear conditional previsions on C (Ω), we can associate a coherent19 conditional lower
prevision PK(·c·), as defined by

PK( f cB) = inf{P( f cB) : P(·c·) ∈ K} for all ( f ,B) ∈ C (Ω).

However, PK(·c·) is not guaranteed to represent K, in the sense that KPK(·c·) might differ from K. In general, we
only have that K ⊆ KPK(·c·). Similarly, the lower envelope PK of a subset K of PΩ may not represent K; the set of
unconditional previsions that dominates PK is guaranteed to include K, but the inclusion might be strict; equality is
obtained if and only if K is closed and convex.

Consider for example a situation in which you have a biased coin, but you do not know in which direction it is
biased. You only know that it is three times more likely to fall on one of its sides than on the other. In that case, it seems
reasonable to model this situation by means of a set K consisting of two previsions P1 and P2, as defined by P1(H) = 1/4

and P2(H) = 3/4, respectively. The corresponding lower prevision is determined by PK(H) = 1/4 and PK(H) = 3/4—we
obtain the same lower prevision as in Section 2.4.3. However, information has been lost, because PK(·) is dominated
not only by P1 and P2, but also by any convex combination of these two, including for example the prevision that
corresponds to a fair coin.

3. Conditioning by means of regular or natural extension

So far, we have come across two different imprecise-probabilistic methods for conditioning. For sets of desirable
gambles, conditioning is fully determined by Eq. (2) and, for lower previsions, as explained at the end of Section 2.2.2,
natural extension can be regarded as a conditioning rule. We have not stressed this yet, but both methods have a
surprising property: they are always well-defined, regardless of whether or not the conditioning event has (lower or
upper) probability zero. Bayes’s rule on the other hand, the most famous probabilistic conditioning rule of all time, is
ill-defined whenever the conditioning event B has probability zero. Full conditional measures try to remedy this situation
by allowing P(·cB) to be specified separately, but this does not resolve the issue, since the act of conditioning—deriving
conditional models from unconditional ones—remains ill-defined: starting from an unconditional prevision P on G (B),
with P(B) = 0, Bayes’s rule places no restrictions on P(·cB).

Should this lead us to conclude that imprecise-probabilistic approaches are more powerful when it comes to dealing
with probability zero? Yes indeed! Does it mean that we should forget about Bayes’s rule? Not at all! As we are about
to show, Bayes’s rule has a prominent place within imprecise-probabilistic conditioning as well. In many cases, it even
leads to a unique conditioning rule, which will then coincide with natural extension. In the remaining cases, Bayes’s
rule also leads to another imprecise-probabilistic conditioning rule, called regular extension. Further on, we will argue
that there are situations where this alternative conditioning rule is to be preferred over natural extension. But first, in
this section, we will take a look at how this rule behaves, and to which extent it differs from natural extension.

Since regular extension is especially intuitive from a sensitivity analysis point of view, we start by introducing
it in terms of sets of linear previsions. The connection with lower previsions and sets of desirable gambles will be
established further on.

3.1. In terms of sets of linear previsions
If we adopt ideal precision,20 and model uncertainty by means of a set of unconditional linear previsions K ∈ PΩ,

conditioning on an event B ∈P /0(Ω) is commonly performed by conditioning each of the elements of K separately,

19This follows from the fact that coherence is preserved under taking pointwise infima; see Proposition 1.
20See Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4.
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through Bayes’s rule. For any P ∈ K such that P(B)> 0, the resulting conditional prevision P(·cB) is defined by

P( f cB) :=
P(IB f )
P(B)

for all f ∈ G (B). (17)

If P(B)> 0 for all P ∈ K, this approach leads to a unique conditional model KcB, obtained by applying Eq. (17) to
every element of K:

KcB := {P(·cB) : P ∈ K} ⊆ PB. (18)

If P(B) = 0 for all P ∈ K, Bayes’s rule imposes no restrictions on the conditional prevision P(·cB), and Eq. (18) can
no longer be applied. This leads us to consider the set of all previsions on G (B) as our conditional model KcB := PB.

The situation is less clear if P(B) = 0 for some P ∈ K, but P(B) > 0 for others. In such a case, we distinguish
between two distinct approaches. By analogy with the corresponding notions for lower previsions—which will be
discussed shortly—we call them natural and regular extension. Natural extension again considers the set PB of all
previsions on G (B), whereas regular extension ignores the previsions in K for which P(B) = 0, and applies Bayes’s
rule to the others.

By including the aforementioned cases as well, we obtain two different conditioning rules. Natural extension leads
us to consider the conditional models that are given by

KcnB :=

{
{P(·cB) : P ∈ K} if P(B)> 0 for all P ∈ K;
PB otherwise.

(19)

Regular extension results in the use of the conditional sets that are defined by

KcrB :=

{
{P(·cB) : P ∈ K and P(B)> 0} if P(B)> 0 for at least one P ∈ K;
PB otherwise.

(20)

The first part of this formula—the case where P(B)> 0 for at least one P∈K—is called extended Bayesian conditioning
in Ref. [36]. It has also been called generalised (Bayesian) conditioning [2]. However, care should be taken when using
this terminology, because these names are used to refer to other concepts as well; see for example Refs. [17] and [1],
respectively.

3.2. In terms of lower previsions
For lower previsions, the only conditioning rule that we have discussed so far is natural extension: for a given

unconditional coherent lower prevision P on G (Ω), and any event B ∈P /0(Ω), the natural extension E(·cB) is the most
conservative—most imprecise—conditional lower prevision on G (B) that is coherent with P. Even stronger, as we will
explain shortly, it is often the only one that is coherent with P.

By Proposition 5, we know that a conditional lower prevision P(·cB) on G (B) is coherent with P if and only if both
of them are separately coherent and if they satisfy C4. In this particular context, with only these two lower previsions,
C4 reduces to

P(IB[ f −P( f cB)]) = 0 for all f ∈ G (B), (21)

which is referred to as the generalised Bayes rule (GBR) [38, Section 6.4]. One of the reasons why it has this name, is
because it reduces to Bayes’s rule if P is a linear prevision; see P4 and F4. However, as we are about to show, the GBR
has an even more fundamental connection with Bayes’s rule.

If P(B)> 0, the GBR is known to have a unique solution [38, Section 6.4.1]:21 for any f ∈ G (B), there is a unique
value of µ ∈ R such that P(IB[ f − µ]) = 0. Since E(·cB) is coherent with P, and therefore satisfies the GBR, this
unique value coincides with E( f cB). In other words, if P(B)> 0, E(·cB) is the only coherent lower prevision on G (B)
that satisfies the GBR, and therefore the only one that is jointly coherent with P.

Let us now consider the set of linear previsions KP that dominate P. If we adopt the sensitivity analysis interpretation,
we can condition this set by means of the methods in the previous section. If P(B)> 0, then P(B)> 0 for all P ∈ KP,

21This is only true if the domain of P is large enough, which is clearly the case here because it is—assumed to be—equal to G (Ω).
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and we can simply apply Bayes’s rule to each such P to obtain a linear prevision P(·cB) on G (B), leading us to adopt
the set KP

⌋
B as our conditional model. Now let P(·cB) be the lower envelope of this set. Then P(·cB) is jointly coherent

with P, because for every P ∈KP, P and P(·cB) are jointly coherent, and therefore their lower envelopes—P and P(·cB),
respectively—are jointly coherent as well—see Proposition 1. Hence, by the results in the previous paragraph, P(·cB)
coincides with E(·cB); see Ref. [38, Section 6.4.2] as well. Even stronger, as the following result establishes, E(·cB) is
not only the lower envelope of KP

⌋
B, it even represents it exactly.

Corollary 9. Consider a coherent lower prevision P on G (Ω) and let E(·c·) be its natural extension. Then for all
B ∈P /0(Ω) such that P(B)> 0, we have that KE(·cB) = KP

⌋
B.

Proof. We only prove that KE(·cB) ⊆ KP
⌋
B, because the converse inclusion follows trivially from the fact that E(·cB) is

the lower envelope of KP
⌋
B. So consider any P∗ ∈ KE(·cB). Then by Proposition 8, there is some P(·c·) ∈ KE(·c·) such

that P∗(·) = P(·cB). Since P(B)≥ E(B) = P(B)> 0, we infer from the coherence of P(·c·) [P4] that P(·cB) is related
to P by means of Eq. (17). Since P ∈ KP, this implies that P∗ = P(·cB) ∈ KP

⌋
B.

Hence, in summary: if P(B)> 0, then by applying Bayes’s rule to the linear previsions that dominate P, we obtain
a unique conditional model KP

⌋
B that is fully characterised by its lower envelope. This lower envelope is equal to the

natural extension E(·cB), and is the unique solution to Eq. (21), which is the ultimate reason why this equation is called
the generalised Bayes rule.

Unfortunately, these nice results no longer hold if P(B) = 0. In that case, the GBR might have multiple solutions and
coherence alone is not guaranteed to lead to a unique value of P( f cB). The most conservative option is then to resort
to the vacuous lower prevision, as defined by Pv( f cB) := min f for all f ∈ G (B); it is the most conservative—most
imprecise—coherent lower prevision on G (B), and it satisfies the GBR whenever P(B) = 0. Hence, in that case, Pv(·cB)
is the most conservative lower prevision on G (B) that is coherent with P, and it is therefore equal to the natural
extension E(·cB).

By combining this with the results for P(B)> 0, and also using the fact that P(IB[ f −µ]) is non-increasing in µ

because of (C7), it can be shown that conditioning by means of natural extension results in the use of the following
expressions:

E( f cB) =

{
max{µ ∈ R : P(IB[ f −µ])≥ 0} if P(B)> 0
min f otherwise

for all f ∈ G (B). (22)

If we adopt the sensitivity analysis interpretation, this conditioning rule can be regarded as a special case of the
notion of natural extension that was introduced in the previous section: if we apply Eq. (19) to the set of dominating
linear previsions KP, then the resulting conditional model KP

⌋nB has E(·cB) as its lower envelope, and is even fully
characterised by this lower envelope.

Corollary 10. Consider a coherent lower prevision P on G (Ω) and let E(·c·) be its natural extension. Then for all
B ∈P /0(Ω), we have that KE(·cB) = KP

⌋nB.

Proof. If P(B)> 0, this is exactly what is stated in Corollary 9. If P(B) = 0, it follows trivially from P1.

A similar, but slightly weaker result can be obtained for regular extension as well. If we apply Eq. (20) to KP, then
the lower envelope of the resulting conditional model KP

⌋rB is given by

R( f cB) :=

{
max{µ ∈ R : P(IB[ f −µ])≥ 0} if P(B)> 0
min f otherwise

for all f ∈ G (B). (23)

and the resulting conditioning rule is called regular extension [38, Appendix J]. It coincides with natural extension
whenever P(B)> 0 or P(B) = 0, but may differ from it when 0 = P(B)< P(B). In the latter case, in contradistinction
with what we found for natural extension, R(·cB) is not guaranteed to fully characterise the conditional model KP

⌋rB
it is the lower envelope of. The set KR(·cB) of linear previsions that dominate R(·cB) is convex and closed—see
Section 2.4.2—but KP

⌋rB is only guaranteed to be convex [18, 5], and may not be closed [5, Example 1]. However,
only very little information is lost; by convexity, and since R( f cB) is the lower envelope of KP

⌋rB, the latter lies in
between KR(·cB) and its relative interior, and therefore approximates it very closely. At the expense of this minimal loss
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of information, KP
⌋rB can be conveniently represented by R(·cB). If KP is finitely generated, this representation is even

exact [5, Section 2].
Regular extension can also be introduced without any reference to the sensitivity analysis interpretation or the

set KP of dominating linear previsions. Again, as with the natural extension, the resulting lower prevision R(·cB) is
coherent with the original model P [20, Section 3.3.4]. It only differs from the natural extension if 0 = P(B)< P(B)
and is then the largest solution to the GBR, and therefore the least conservative—most precise—model that is coherent
with P [19], whereas natural extension provides the most conservative—most imprecise—such model. In order to turn
the regular extension into a most conservative model, coherence needs to be combined with additional axioms. Ref. [38,
Appendix J3, Eq. (C16)] provides an abstract condition22 that does the job, but does not justify why a subject should
want to impose this condition as an axiom.

3.3. Computational aspects

From a computational point of view, calculating E( f cB) or R( f cB) requires two things: evaluating the sign of
P(B) or P(B), respectively, and—in case it is positive—computing the value of max{µ ∈ R : P(IB[ f −µ])≥ 0}. We
consider two distinctly different approaches.

The first approach is to use the extreme points of KP. By Eq. (16) and conjugacy, we know that P(B) is positive if
and only if P(B) is positive for all P ∈ ext(KP), and that P(B) is positive whenever there is at least one P ∈ ext(KP) for
which P(B)> 0. The following result establishes that max{µ ∈ R : P(IB[ f −µ])≥ 0} can be evaluated by applying
Bayes’s rule to every element of ext(KP), whenever possible, and then taking the lower envelope of the resulting models.

Proposition 11. Consider a coherent lower prevision P on G (Ω). Then for any B ∈P /0(Ω) and any f ∈ G (B):23

max{µ ∈ R : P(IB[ f −µ])≥ 0}= inf
{

P( f IB)

P(B)
: P ∈ ext(KP),P(B)> 0

}
. (24)

Proof. By Eq. (16), we know that P(IB[ f − µ]) ≥ 0 if and only if P(IB[ f − µ]) ≥ 0 for all P ∈ ext(KP). Since each
of these P is coherent, we also know that P(IB[ f −µ]) = P(IB f )−µP(B), and that P(IB f ) = 0 whenever P(B) = 0.
Hence, we find that

P(IB[ f −µ])≥ 0⇔ (∀P ∈ ext(KP) : P(B)> 0) P(IB f )−µP(B)≥ 0.

This completes the proof, because it implies that P(IB[ f − µ]) ≥ 0 if and only if µ is lower than or equal to the
right-hand side of Eq. (24).

Theoretically, this approach always works. In practice, it usually only works if the number of extreme points is finite
and reasonably small. It also requires that these extreme points are given, or that they can be computed efficiently from
P.

Alternatively, we can work directly with the lower prevision P, and in particular, with the corresponding real-valued
function ρ f , defined by

ρ f (µ) := P(IB[ f −µ]) for all µ ∈ R.

By Eq. (16), we know that ρ f is the pointwise minimum of a set of linear, non-increasing functions P(IB f )−µP(B),
with P∈ ext(KP). It is therefore (Lipschitz24) continuous, concave, and non-increasing, and its first derivative, whenever
it exists, lies between −P(B) and −P(B). The left and right derivatives always exist, and are guaranteed to lie between
the same bounds.

Let µ0 < min f and µ1 > max f . It then follows from the coherence of P that ρ f (µ0) is positive if and only if P(B)
is positive too, and similarly for ρ f (µ1) and P(B). Alternatively, the signs of P(B) and P(B) can be evaluated directly as
well. Evaluating µ∗ := max{µ ∈ R : P(IB[ f −µ])≥ 0} is done iteratively. If P(B)> 0, then ρ f is a strictly decreasing
function of µ , and µ∗ is its only root. By coherence, this root is guaranteed to lie between min f and max f , and it can

22If P(B)> 0 and P(IB f )≥ 0, then P( f cB)≥ 0.
23This result is essentially well-known; we provide its proof for the sake of completeness.
24See Ref. [9, Section 6.1].
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therefore be found easily by means of the bisection method, or any other root-finding procedure; see Refs. [9, Section
6.3] and [39, p. 18] for methods that have been specifically designed to exploit the properties of the function ρ f . If we are
able to evaluate ρ f (µ) up to some numerical error ε , and iterate sufficiently many times, then by the bounds on the first
(left and right) derivative of ρ f , the error that is made by the bisection method will not exceed ε/P(B). If P(B)> P(B) = 0,
then ρ f is identically zero in ]−∞,µ∗] and strictly decreasing in ]µ∗,+∞[, and in this decreasing part, the first derivative,
whenever it exists, is bounded above by−P>0(B), with P>0(B) := inf{P(B) : P∈ ext(KP),P(B)> 0}, and similarly for
the left and right derivative, which always exist. Finding µ∗ is now a bit more tricky. Since coherence again implies that
µ∗ lies in between min f and max f , we could in principle directly apply the bisection algorithm here as well. However,
if during this procedure, numerical errors lead us to mistakenly conclude that ρ f (µ) is negative for some µ < µ∗, the
obtained solution could greatly underestimate the actual value µ∗. The simplest way to fix this is to look for the unique
root of ρ f +δ , for some sufficiently small δ > ε . If P>0(B)> 0—for example, if KP is finitely generated—then the
obtained solution will overestimate the actual value of µ∗, but by no more than (δ+ε)/P>0(B).

3.4. What about sets of desirable gambles?

After all this elaboration about conditioning with lower previsions, and in particular with natural and regular
extension, one could wonder why we even bother to deal with these notions. Why do we not simply work with sets of
desirable gambles? The answer is a practical one: from a computational point of view, conditioning by means of natural
or regular extension—Eqs. (22) and (23), respectively—is more tractable. Although Eq. (2) provides a conceptually
very simple conditioning rule, it is difficult to use in practice. If D has a complex border structure, it can be very
difficult—if not impossible—to check whether a gamble f ∈ G (B) belongs to DcB or, equivalently, whether IB f ∈D ,
especially if {IB f : f ∈ G (B)} is a subset of the border of D . The two main reasons are numerical errors and the fact
that it is difficult—and sometimes even impossible due to memory limitations—to provide a computer representation
for the exact border structure of D .25

Nevertheless, even if the actual calculations are performed in terms of lower previsions, sets of desirable gambles
remain important, both theoretically and philosophically. One of the key reasons for their importance, is that they
provide conditional lower previsions with an interpretation, without any reference to Bayes’s rule or the sensitivity
analysis interpretation: conceptually, for every coherent conditional lower prevision P(·c·) on C , there is a—possibly
not given—coherent set of desirable gambles D such that PD (·c·) coincides with P(·c·) on C .

If D is given, then in theory, conditioning should be done by applying Eq. (2) to D , resulting in a conditional set
of desirable gambles DcB. In practice however, we are usually only interested in the corresponding lower prevision
PDcB( f ) = PD ( f cB), for some gamble f ∈ G (B). Hence, rather than constructing DcB, which is often intractable,
we will instead try and calculate PD ( f cB) directly. However, even this may be very hard, because—as is the case
for DcB—PD ( f cB) may crucially depend on the exact border structure of D . In order to avoid this dependency on
the border structure, the trick is to focus on the unconditional prevision PD . Unlike PD (·c·), PD (·) := PD (·cΩ) does
not depend on the exact border structure of D , and can therefore be evaluated in a more reliable manner. If we now
use the techniques in Section 3.3 to obtain the natural extension E( f cB) of PD , then by the results of Section 3.2,
E( f cB) is guaranteed to provide a lower—conservative—bound on PD ( f cB), and when PD (B)> 0, this bound will
even be tight. For some sets D , it is even possible to prove, on theoretical grounds, that PD ( f cB) is bounded from
below by the regular extension R( f cB) of PD ,26 thereby providing a lower bound on PD ( f cB) that is guaranteed to
be exact whenever PD (B)> 0.27 We will construct such sets in Section 5 and Appendix AppendixA and prove that
they indeed satisfy this property. In any case, for now, the main message is that even if the underlying model is a set of
desirable gambles D , we can still perform all the calculations in terms of lower previsions, using natural or regular
extension. This approach is usually more feasible from a computational point of view, and is guaranteed to provide
lower—conservative—bounds on PD ( f cB), that are often even tight.

25See Refs. [4, 25] for some ingenious but complex methods that are able to deal with the special case of so-called finitely generated sets of
desirable gambles.

26This holds trivialy if PD (B)> 0; if PD (B)> 0, this can either be proved directly—as we do in Corrolary 21 and Proposition 28—or, alternatively,
by verifying the necessary and sufficient conditions in Ref. [21, Appendix A.1] or the sufficient conditions in Ref. [4, Theorem 10].

27Because PD (·cB) is coherent with PD , and because, as we have seen in Section 3.2, R(·cB) is the least conservative lower prevision for which
the case.
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In many cases, D is not given, and is simply an underlying theoretical concept. For example, in the case of
conditioning, all we may have to start from is the unconditional lower prevision P(·) := PD (·cΩ) on G (Ω), with
C = {( f ,Ω) : f ∈ G (Ω)}. In that case, by specifying the set D ourselves, we are in fact specifying a conditioning
rule: for every B ∈P /0(Ω), the set D will provide us with a corresponding coherent lower prevision PD (·cB) on
G (B). Natural and regular extension correspond to particular choices of D . By definition—see Section 2.2.2—natural
extension can be obtained by using the set EP(·c·), which in this case is equal to DP.

Proposition 12. Consider a coherent ‘conditional’ lower prevision P(·c·) whose domain C is equal to {( f ,Ω) : f ∈
G (Ω)}, and let P(·) := P(·cΩ) be the corresponding unconditional lower prevision on G (Ω). Then EP(·c·) = DP.

Proof. In this particular case, we find that

AP(·c·) = { f −P( f )+ ε : f ∈ G (Ω),ε ∈ R>0}= {g ∈ G (Ω) : P(g)> 0}, (25)

using C8 to obtain the second equality. Hence, DP is clearly a subset of EP(·c·) := E (AP(·c·)). In order to establish the
converse inclusion, let us consider any f ∈ EP(·c·) and prove that f ∈ DP. If f > 0, this is trivial. If f 6> 0, then by
Eq. (1), f ≥ ∑

n
i=1 λi fi, with n ∈ N and, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, fi ∈AP(·c·) and λi ∈ R>0. Hence, by coherence [C2, C3

and C7] and Eq. (25), we find that P( f )≥ P(∑n
i=1 λi fi)≥ ∑

n
i=1 λiP( fi)> 0 and therefore, that f ∈DP.

Regular extension can be obtained by using the set

D r
P := { f ∈ G (Ω) : (P( f )≥ 0 and P( f )> 0) or f > 0}= DP∪{ f ∈ G (Ω) : P( f ) = 0 and P( f )> 0}.

Proposition 13.28 Consider a coherent lower prevision P on G (Ω) and let R(·c·) be the conditional lower prevision on
C (Ω) that is defined by Eq. (23). Then D r

P and R(·c·) are both coherent, P = PD r
P

and

R( f cB) = PD r
P
( f cB) for all ( f ,B) ∈ C (Ω).

Proof. Coherence of D r
P follows by straightforward verification of D1–D4. D2 holds trivially. D1 and D3 follow directly

from the coherence of P [C8 and C2, respectively]. In order to prove D4, we consider any f ,g ∈D r
P, and show that

f +g ∈D r
P. If f ,g ∈DP this follows from the coherence of DP. Otherwise, we may assume without loss of generality

that P( f ) = 0 and P( f ) > 0. Since g ∈ D r
P clearly implies that P(g) ≥ 0, we infer that P( f +g) ≥ P( f )+P(g) ≥ 0

[C3] and P( f +g)≥ P( f )+P(g)> 0 [C5], which in turn implies that f +g ∈D r
P.

Next, we prove that P = PD r
P
. Consider any f ∈ G (Ω) and any α ∈ R. If α < P( f ), then P( f −α)> 0 [C8] and

therefore f −α ∈ D r
P. If α > P( f ), then P( f −α) < 0 [C8] and therefore also f −α 6> 0 [C1], which implies that

f −α /∈D r
P. Hence, by Eq. (3), PD r

P
( f ) = P( f ).

Since D r
P is coherent, PD r

P
(·c·) is coherent by construction, and therefore, the only thing that we still need to

prove is that R(·c·) = PD r
P
(·c·). So consider any ( f ,B) ∈ C (Ω). We will show that R( f cB) = PD r

P
( f cB). Since

PD r
P
(·c·) is coherent, PD r

P
(·cB) is clearly coherent with P = PD r

P
. First, assume that P(B) > 0. Then P uniquely

determines PD r
P
( f cB) through the GBR [Eq. (21)], and therefore PD r

P
( f cB) coincides with R( f cB). Next, assume that

P(B)> P(B) = 0. Then coherence of PD r
P
(·cB) and P implies that R( f cB)≥ PD r

P
( f cB). Consider now any µ < R( f cB).

Since P(IB[ f −R( f cB)]) = 0, we know that P(IB[ f −µ])≥ 0 [C7] and

P(IB[ f −µ])≥ P(IB[ f −R( f cB)])+P(IBλ )≥ λP(B)> 0

[C5 and C2], with λ := R( f cB)−µ > 0, which implies that IB[ f −µ] ∈D r
P. Since this holds for all µ < R( f cB), we

infer from Eq. (8) that PD r
P
( f cB) ≥ R( f cB) and therefore that R( f cB) = PD r

P
( f cB). Finally, assume that P(B) = 0.

Consider any µ > min f and choose α ∈R such that α > max f and α > 0. Then P(IB[ f −µ])≤ P(IBα) = αP(B) = 0
[C7 and C2] and IB[ f −µ] 6> 0, and therefore IB[ f −µ] /∈D r

P. Since this holds for all µ > min f , we infer from Eq. (8)
that PD r

P
( f cB)≤min f and therefore, by coherence [C1], that PD r

P
( f cB) = min f = R( f cB).

28This result was stated without proof in Ref. [26, Section 2.6.6]; Refs. [38, Appendix F4] and [4] provide earlier, but less direct statements of the
same result.
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Since sets of desirable gambles are more expressive than conditional lower previsions, the sets DP and D r
P are not

necessarily the only ones that result in the use of natural or regular extension as a conditioning rule, respectively. For
natural extension, the set DP is however fundamental, because it is the smallest—most conservative, most imprecise—
set of gambles whose desirability is implied by P and coherence. For regular extension, D r

P does not have such a
special status. We will construct another example of a set of desirable gambles that results in regular extension in
Appendix AppendixA, and will show that it is a—sometimes strict—subset of D r

P; see Corollary 32 and Example 2.

4. There is more to updating than just conditioning

Conditioning is commonly—and successfully—used for a multitude of practical purposes, the most important of
which is to solve the following updating problem: starting from an initial belief model for an uncertain variable X that
takes values in Ω, and given the additional information that some event O ∈P /0(Ω) has occurred, how then should we
update this belief model to reflect this new information? If the belief model is taken to be a probability mass function,
then the traditional solution to this problem is to condition the original model by means of Bayes’s rule. In fact, in that
context, the act of “conditioning on an event O” is often even identified with solving this updating problem. Similarly, if
the belief model is an imprecise probability model, the conditioning rules that we have discussed before are commonly
used as updating rules.

However, it should not be forgotten that conditioning is just a mathematical concept. Before using this concept to
solve a practical problem such as the updating task, one should at least try and justify why it is indeed reasonable to use
it for this purpose. The goal of this section is to perform this exercise for the two imprecise-probabilistic conditioning
rules that we discussed earlier on: natural and regular extension. We intend to argue that, in many cases, it does indeed
make sense to use these rules to update a belief model in the light of the occurrence of an event. We shall start by arguing
for the use of Eq. (2) as a conservative updating rule, which will then lead to a rather straightforward justification for
updating by means of natural extension. It will follow from our analysis that there is room for less conservative updating
strategies as well, such as regular extension. The actual justification for updating by means of regular extension is left
to Section 5.

4.1. Narrowing down the problem

Imprecise-probabilistic belief updating, in a general sense, is highly complicated. Many different, and often ill-
defined aspects might come into play: additional background information other than the occurrence of O, complex
dynamical aspects, changes of mind, biased information, etcetera; see for example Refs. [46, 33, 30]. For our present
purposes, we will restrict ourselves to a specific, less general setting, which is nevertheless still applicable in a wide
variety of situations.

4.1.1. Updating by means of a rule
Our most important restriction is that we only consider situations where the updated models are provided beforehand.

In other words: we are looking for an updating rule, which—by definition of a rule—is stated in advance. For any
event O ∈P /0(Ω) that is considered, this rule provides an associated updated belief model, that is obtained simply by
applying the rule to the original belief model. If O occurs, this updated model is then simply adopted. This situation for
example reflects the typical practical two-phased approach to modelling, where the model is first built by experts, based
on expert knowledge and/or data, only to be queried afterwards by the user. The user is then usually not an expert in the
field, and is therefore provided not only with a model, but also with an updating rule to go with it.

An important consequence of restricting ourselves to this particular case, is that it rules out the possibility of taking
into account any additional information other than the occurrence of some event O, because such additional information
cannot be anticipated when designing—or choosing—the rule. In other words, all that is learned is that O has occurred,
and nothing else. However, our setting does not rule out the possibility of changing your mind, it only requires you to
do so in a way that is specified in advance, and that is based on no information other than that O has occurred.
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4.1.2. What does it mean to learn that an event has occurred?
Since our updating rule is based only on the initial belief model and the information that O has occurred, we should

clearly define what ‘to be informed that O has occurred’ means. The ‘O has occurred’ part is easy: it simply means that
X has taken a value in O. The ‘to be informed that’ part is a bit more tricky. In our set-up, we will only deal with cases
where the information that O has occurred is reported to us honestly, correctly and whenever it applies, and where we
do not receive any additional information about which particular value X takes in O. We discuss each of these separate
requirements below, but basically, they reduce to the following single requirement: it should be agreed upon beforehand
that we will be informed about the occurrence of O—and nothing more—if and only if it actually occurs.

The requirement that we should not receive any additional information about which particular value X takes in O
may seem straightforward, but it is in fact not that trivial. For example, among other things, it implies that the point in
time when we are informed that O has occurred should not provide us with any additional information about the value
of X , other than that it belongs to O. For example, if X is the outcome of two consecutive coin flips, and O is the event
that the outcome of at least one of them is heads, it could be that after the first flip, this event is already known to be
true. However, we should not be told so until after the second flip, because otherwise, we would not only learn that the
outcome of at least one of the coin flips was heads—that O has occurred—but we would also receive the additional
information that the outcome of the first flip was heads.

The requirement of honesty is typically relevant if the information is the answer to some sensitive question, such as
whether or not someone is a smoker. The answer may be biased; patients who smoke will often say that they do not.
These kind of biases occur frequently, and should be taken into account. However, we do not consider them to be part
of the updating problem, but rather of the modelling problem. Whenever such a bias is suspected, the model should be
extended in such a way as to differentiate between the answer that is given and the actual truth, and this extended model
should try and capture the relationship between both. The event O is then simply the—possibly dishonest—answer that
is given by the patient, which is not required to coincide with the truthful answer to the question. In this way the event
O is trivially guaranteed to be reported honestly, and hence our set-up applies to the extended model.

The requirement of correctness is similar to that of honesty, but refers to unintended errors rather than intentional
ones, for example due to measurement errors, miscommunication, etcetera. Again, we do not consider this to be part
of the updating problem, but rather of the modelling problem. The event O should be taken to refer to a—possibly
wrong—actual observation; the observation process itself, as well as the errors it produces, are taken to be part of the
model. This guarantees that the observation that O has occurred is trivially correct, thereby making our set-up apply.

Finally, the information that the event O has occurred should be reported whenever it applies. More exactly: it
should be agreed upon beforehand that if O occurs, we are guaranteed to receive the information that it indeed does. At
first sight, this might seem to follow from the requirements of honesty and correctness, but it does not: honesty and
correctness only guarantee that whenever we are informed that O has occurred, it has indeed occurred, but not the other
way around. Consider for example a situation where we come to know that the outcome of the roll of a die is even.
Then, under the assumptions of correctness and honesty alone, this only allows us to infer that the event O on which
we should update is a subset of O∗ := {2,4,6}. For example, it might be that it was decided beforehand—without our
knowing—that the information that the outcome is even would only be provided to us if the actual outcome is 2 or 4,
and kept from us whenever the outcome is 6. In that case, the information that the outcome is even is correct, as well
as honest, but it is too weak, since it also implies that the outcome is not 6. Hence, the event on which we should be
updating is O := {2,4} rather than O∗.

4.1.3. Which events should be considered?
So far, we have restricted attention to a generic single event O ∈P /0(Ω). However, that is not the end of the story.

Can it be any event? Can we consider multiple events? No and yes, respectively.
Since updating is by its very definition concerned with providing a new belief model after getting to know that O

has occurred, it clearly only applies to observable events. We do not necessarily have to be able to observe it ourselves,
but someone has to be, and needs to be able to communicate it to us. In contrast, conditioning can be applied to any
event, regardless of whether or not it is observable. It is for this reason that we use O—from ‘observation’—to refer to
a generic event on which we update, rather than B, which we use for events on which we condition.

Many authors do not single out just one event O, but consider it to be part of a structured collection of events that
reflects the actual process of gathering information. For example, Walley [38] focuses on partitions of Ω, the elements of
which typically correspond to the outcome of some experiment, or the answer to some question. Shafer [29] considers
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more complex structures, which he calls protocols; they allow for multi-phased set-ups as well, where additional
experiments and/or questions can be used to further refine the sample space. These situations are covered by our setting
as well; it suffices for the requirements of Section 4.1.2 to hold for every event in the considered collection. However,
our approach is more general. For example, if O is part of some partition, then we do not require that there is some
predetermined point in time where we are guaranteed to know which event in this partition has occurred. In any case,
it is not necessary to consider a collection of events. Furthermore, if O does belong to some collection, then most of
our analysis will not depend on it. Therefore, we will usually refrain from mentioning any collection, and will simply
consider a single event O ∈P /0(Ω). Whenever the specific collection to which O belongs does become relevant, it will
be mentioned explicitly; see for example Section 4.3.2.

4.2. Conditioning as an updating strategy

Now that we know exactly what we are dealing with, let us start solving the problem. First of all, by our assumptions,
we are guaranteed that whenever we are informed that O has occurred, it has indeed occurred, meaning that X takes
a value in O. Hence, after learning that O has occurred, we no longer need to consider the elements in Ω \O. This
implies that the updated belief model should capture the uncertainty about which value X takes in the remaining set of
possibilities O. Depending on the framework we adopt, this updated belief model can be a set of desirable gambles on
O, a lower prevision on G (O), or any of the other uncertainty models that we discussed in Section 2.

4.2.1. An asymmetric version of Walley’s updating principle
We first consider the framework of sets of desirable gambles. The initial belief model is then a coherent set of

desirable gambles on Ω, which we denote by D , and the updated belief model is a coherent set of desirable gambles
on O, which we denote by DO. By definition of an updated model, DO consists of gambles that are desirable after O
occurs, whereas D consists of gambles that are desirable now—before O occurs. The central question of the updating
problem is whether or not, and if yes, how, DO should be related to D .

In order to be able to answer this question, we distinguish DO from two other sets of gambles on O. The set DcO
has already been discussed at length; it is fully determined by D , as it consists of those gambles f ∈ G (O) for which
the gamble IO f is desirable now—is an element of D . The set DO is new. It consists of those gambles on O of which
our subject now thinks that they should become desirable after O occurs; following Walley’s terminology [38, Section
6.1.5], we call these gambles O-desirable. So how is DO related to DO and DcO?

The connection between DO and DO follows trivially from our assumptions. As explained in Section 4.1.1, we
are restricting attention to situations in which the updated model is provided in advance by an expert and then simply
adopted by the user once O actually occurs. Within this setting, DO and DO coincide because the user—by assumption—
will consider a gamble f ∈ G (O) to be desirable after O occurs if and only if it was stated beforehand by the expert
that f should be desirable after O occurs, or equivalently, if the expert considered it to be O-desirable.

The remaining task is to establish a relationship between DO and DcO. The best-known solution is that of
Walley [38, Section 6.1.6], who says that DO should be equal to DcO. We do not agree. We will argue that this
requirement is too strong, and that the only thing that can be reasonably imposed is for DO to be a superset of DcO.
We start by repeating Walley’s argument. The central idea is very elegant: under the assumptions of Section 4.1.2,29

the effect of owning a gamble f ∈ G (O) after being informed that O has occurred is indistinguishable from the effect
of owning the gamble IO f ∈ G (Ω) now; as explained in Section 2.1.2, they result in the same payoff if O occurs and
have no effect otherwise. So far, we agree. However, Walley does not stop here. He uses this fact to infer—without any
actual argumentation—that f should be O-desirable if and only if IO f is desirable: f ∈DO⇔ IO f ∈D ⇔ f ∈DcO;
he calls this the updating principle.

We think that in order for the updating principle to be compelling, considering a gamble to be desirable should
mean being willing to accept it, as Walley seems to assume. If this is not the case, then the fact that two transactions
have the same effect does not imply that their desirability should be equivalent. In our framework, where desirability of
f means strict preference of f over the status quo—a notion that is stronger than just being willing to accept f —such
an equivalence would require the status quo to remain identical as well, and this is not the case, because the frame of

29Actually, Walley seems to impose even stronger assumptions, as he requires O to be part of a partition of Ω. We do not consider this to be
necessary.
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reference changes: after O has occurred, the status quo is no longer the zero gamble on Ω, but rather the zero gamble
on O.

It seems to us that there are two situations in which this change of status quo may influence the desirability of a
gamble: if—before the occurrence of O—the subject believes that O cannot occur or if he is undecided about whether
or not O can occur. In those two cases, even if the subject does not prefer IO f strictly over the status quo before the
occurrence of O, it may still make perfect sense for him to think that f should be strictly preferred over the status
quo after the occurrence of O, because it is then clear that O can occur. It is only if the subject believes that O can
occur—–again, and obviously, before the occurrence of O—that it seems compelling that O-desirability of f should
imply the desirability of IO f . In that case, it can be argued that DO should be a subset of DcO. However, in general,
O-desirability of a gamble f does not need to imply the desirability of IO f .

The converse relation does hold in general: DcO should be a subset of DO. Indeed, if IO f is desirable now, then it
must be that the restriction of IO f to O—the gamble f —is strictly preferred over the restriction of the status quo to
O—the zero gamble on O—because outside of O, IO f is identical to the status quo and therefore clearly not strictly
preferred to it. Since, under the conditions imposed in Section 4.1.2, these restrictions are exactly the payoffs that
become relevant after O has occurred, we conclude that f is O-desirable.

By combining the arguments above, we find that under the conditions described in Section 4.1:

DO = DO ⊇DcO. (26)

Since we also want DO to be coherent, we find that the updated set of desirable gambles DO should be a coherent
superset of the conditional set of desirable gambles DcO. Furthermore, as we have seen, if the subject believes that
O can occur, DO and therefore also DO should be equal to DcO. Of course, this requires a clear definition of what it
means for a subject to believe that O can occur. We discuss this further in Section 4.3.2; until then, as we explain in the
next section, DO will automatically be equal to DcO.

4.2.2. Conditioning as a conservative updating strategy
Without any further assumptions, the only reasonable updating strategy that follows from Eq. (26) is to use the

conditional model DcO as our updated model DO, simply because it is the most conservative—most imprecise—choice
of DO that is compatible with Eq. (26), and therefore the only one that is truly implied by it. Furthermore, provided
that D is coherent, DcO will be coherent as well. Hence, after all this effort to distinguish between conditioning
and updating, it turns out—rather amusingly—that indeed, as is commonly done, conditioning can be regarded as an
updating strategy—when the conditions of Section 4.1 are satisfied.

4.2.3. Justifying natural extension as an updating rule
The result above easily translates to the framework of lower previsions. If the original belief model is a coherent

conditional lower prevision P(·c·), it suffices to apply the result of Section 4.2.2 to the smallest—most conservative—
associated set of desirable gambles EP(·c·) to find that the most conservative updated lower prevision on G (O) that is
compatible with—the only one that is implied by—Eq. (26) is given by the natural extension E(·cO) of P(·c·).

If P(·c·) is effectively an unconditional lower prevision P(·) = P(·cΩ) on G (Ω), this natural extension can be
calculated using the computational techniques of Section 3.3. Otherwise, EP(·c·) is a (possibly strict) superset of DE(·cΩ)

and therefore, the natural extension E(·cO) of P(·c·) (possibly strictly) dominates the natural extension E∗(·cO) of
E(·cΩ). If the domain of P(·c·) is large enough, such that P(·cΩ) is defined on G (Ω), E(·cΩ) can be replaced by
P(·cΩ) because they are then equal. If P(·cΩ) is known—or if E(·cΩ) can be calculated—E∗(·cO) can be obtained
by applying the computational techniques of Section 3.3. The result is guaranteed to coincide with E(·cO) whenever
P(OcΩ)> 0—E(OcΩ)> 0—but will be vacuous and might therefore only be a (safe) lower approximation of E(·cO)
if P(OcΩ) = 0—E(OcΩ) = 0.

4.2.4. Justifying Bayes’s rule as an updating rule
For the special case of linear previsions—and hence also probability mass functions—natural extension coincides

with Bayes’s rule whenever O has positive probability, and therefore, in that case, we obtain a justification for using
Bayes’s rule as an updating strategy. Since it is impossible for a coherent lower prevision to dominate a linear one
without coinciding with it, we can even conclude that, whenever P(O)> 0, Bayes’s rule is the unique updating strategy
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that is compatible with Eq. (26). However, this special case is not our main point of interest here, as there are many
other justifications available for updating by means of Bayes’s rule; see for example Refs. [29, 28, 30].

4.3. What about other updating strategies?

As we have just shown, the use of conditioning as an updating rule is justified by Eq. (26), and this expression
applies whenever the conditions of Section 4.1 are met. However, this is not the end of the story. Other updating
strategies can be justified as well, both more and less conservative.

4.3.1. More conservative strategies
More conservative updating rules—smaller updated sets of desirable gambles—do not require any actual justification.

Since we do not adopt an exhaustive interpretation—see Section 2.1.1—they are fully consistent with the commitments
that are implied by the use of conditioning as an updating rule. However, it is rather silly to use these more conservative
updating strategies because, as we have just shown, they are unnecessarily weak. The reason why it may nevertheless
be reasonable to apply them is a practical one: conditional models may be intractable to compute, and in those cases,
tractable more conservative updating strategies can serve as a useful safe approximation. For example, as explained in
Section 3.4, the natural extension E(·cO) of the unconditional prevision PD serves as a tractable outer approximation
of PD (·cO), and PD (·cO) itself is already more tractable to compute, as well as more conservative, than the actual
conditional set of desirable gambles DcO. In much the same way, as explained in Section 4.2.3, the natural extension
E∗(·cO) of E(·cΩ)—or P(·cΩ)—can be used as a tractable lower bound for the natural extension E(·cO) that we are
actually after, which is the one that corresponds to P(·c·).

4.3.2. Less conservative strategies
Far more attractive are updating strategies that are less conservative, because they result in belief models that

are more informative and therefore, ultimately, more powerful. One of the nice aspects of our argumentation in
Section 4.2.1—and Eq. (26) in particular—is that it is compatible with such strategies: DO may be strictly larger than
DcO. However, the fact that these updating strategies are not ruled out by Eq. (26) does not suffice to justify them. In
order to truly justify adding extra gambles to DO, we need to come up with a compelling principle that implies their
addition. We will introduce such a principle in Section 5, and show that it implies the use of regular extension as an
updating rule.

It is also important to realise that there are limits to how much larger DO can be made. We have already mentioned
two of these upper constraints in Section 4.2.1. First of all: DO should be kept small enough to keep it coherent.
Secondly: if the subject believes that O can occur, then DO should be equal to DcO. In order to make this constraint
exact, we need to define what “believing that O can occur” means. In our finitary context, and within the framework of
sets of desirable gambles, we consider it reasonable to use the following definition: a subject believes that O can occur
if and only if he is willing to bet on its occurrence at some strictly positive (but possibly very small) betting rate—if
PD (O)> 0; see Section 2.2.5.

A third upper constraint is that, DO and D should avoid partial loss, in the sense that it should not be possible to
combine a gamble f ∈ D with a gamble fO ∈ DO such that the combined transaction f + IO fO results in a payoff
that is never positive and sometimes negative.30 This is important because D and DO are both announced before
the occurrence of O, and therefore, a subject who has D and DO as its belief models can be forced to accept such a
combination of transactions. However, fortunately, as long as DO is a coherent superset of DcO, this will never happen.

Proposition 14. Let D be a coherent set of desirable gambles on Ω, let O be an event in P /0(Ω), and let DO be a
coherent set of desirable gambles on O such that DO ⊇DcO. Then

( f ∈D and fO ∈DO)⇒ f + IO fO 6≤ 0.

30It suffices to consider just a single gamble from each of the sets involved because, by coherence of the individual sets, any finite combination of
gambles of the same set is again a member of that set [D4].
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Proof. Consider any f ∈D and fO ∈DO and let f ′O be the restriction of f to O. If there is some ω ∈Ω\O such that
f (ω) > 0, then ( f + IO fO)(ω) = f (ω) > 0 and therefore f + IO fO 6≤ 0. Hence, without loss of generality, we may
assume that IO f ≥ f . By coherence of D [D5], this implies that IO f ′O = IO f ∈D and therefore also that f ′O ∈DcO⊆DO.
Invoking the coherence of DO, we find that f ′O + fO ∈DO [D4] and therefore also that f ′O + fO 6≤ 0 [D6]. Hence, there
is some ω ∈ O such that f ′O(ω) + fO(ω) > 0. Since f ′O(ω) = f (ω) and fO(ω) = IO(ω) fO(ω), this implies that
f (ω)+ IO(ω) fO(ω)> 0 and therefore also that f + IO fO 6≤ 0.

The situation becomes more tricky if a subject announces, besides D , updated models DO for multiple events O,
for example for every element of some partition O of Ω, or for the set of events O that corresponds to a protocol—see
Section 4.1.3. In those cases, even if DO ⊇DcO for all O ∈ O , it is often very easy to combine gambles in D with
gambles from these different updated models DO, O∈O , in such a way that the combined transaction makes the subject
who announced these models suffer a partial loss, or sometimes even a sure loss (a negative payoff regardless of the
outcome). Dempster’s rule of conditioning is for example known to suffer from this problem [38, Sections 5.13.9–11].
We will not discuss the exact conditions under which a subject can be made to suffer from such a partial or sure loss
any further; see Ref. [46] for detailed technical discussions of these and other related consistency criteria between
initial and updated belief models. For our present purposes, it suffices to realise that updating by means of conditioning
will always avoid partial loss, simply because D is coherent and therefore satisfies D6. As an immediate consequence,
we find that whenever there is a coherent set of desirable gambles D∗ such that D ⊆D∗ and such that, for all O ∈ O ,
DO ⊆D∗cO, then updating by means of these models DO, O ∈O , is guaranteed to avoid partial loss. Regular extension
provides a nice example: by Proposition 13, it can be seen to correspond to the use of updated models that are obtained
by conditioning the set of desirable gambles D r

P rather than the actual model DP; since D r
P is a coherent superset of DP,

we find that updating DP in this way is guaranteed to avoid partial loss, even if multiple updated models are announced
at the same time.

4.3.3. Different settings and interpretations
It should not be forgotten that our justification for updating by means of natural extension only applies if the

conditions that were discussed in Section 4.1 are met, and that it furthermore crucially depends on our subjective
interpretation in terms of desirable gambles. If these conditions are not met, or if this interpretation is not adopted,
our argumentation is no longer compelling, and other updating strategies could be considered, provided of course that
one can find a way to justify them. Ref. [38, Section 6.11] and Refs. [46, 30, 33] provide some ideas on how to deal
with situations where the conditions in Section 4.1 are relaxed. Ref. [12, Section 6.3.2] compares our approach with
updating rules that are not based on interpretations in terms of gambles. Interestingly, many of the alternative updating
rules that are provided in the literature, regardless of the setting they consider or the interpretation they adopt, tend to
be at least as informative as natural extension.31 Since we do not adopt an exhaustive interpretation, this implies that,
rather surprisingly, and despite the fact that they come from a completely different direction, these other updating rules
nevertheless turn out to be compatible with our approach. This being said, we will now refocus on our setting, and our
interpretation, and we will use it to explain that it is possible to justify the use of regular extension as an updating rule
by combining the results of this section with additional arguments.

5. Justifying the use of regular extension as an updating rule

Regular extension comes across as an intuitive updating rule because of its clear interpretation in terms of sets of
probability mass functions or sets of linear previsions. Because of the popularity of Bayes’s rule as an updating tool, it
seems natural to simply apply it whenever possible, and to ignore the models to which it cannot be applied—those that
assign probability zero to the event of interest. The goal of this section is to justify this approach, in two different ways.
Our first justification is based on an assumption of ideal precision. It is expressed in terms of sets of linear previsions
and closely resembles the intuitive idea sketched above. Our second justification for the use of regular extension as
an updating rule starts from less restrictive assumptions; it does not require an assumption of ideal precision and is
expressed directly in terms of sets of desirable gambles and/or lower previsions.

31We invite the reader to check; maximum likelihood updating (a special case of Dempster’s rule of conditioning) [15] and α-cut updating [3] are
two examples.
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5.1. Using an assumption of ideal precision

As soon as ideal precision is adopted, justifying the use of regular extension as an updating rule for sets of linear
previsions is fairly straightforward. This justification is often taken for granted, but for the sake of completeness, let us
make the argument explicit.

Let K be a set of linear previsions. Due to the assumption of ideal precision, each of these linear previsions is
considered to be a candidate for the ‘correct’ linear prevision, but we do not know which one of them it is. However, so
the argument goes, after an event O ∈P /0(Ω) occurs, some of these candidates can be ruled out, in particular those that
assign probability zero to O. From a behavioural point of view, adopting a prevision that assigns P(O) = 0 implies
that you are willing to bet against O at betting rates that are arbitrarily close to 1—at all odds. With hindsight, after
observing O, and given that Ω is finite, this seems like an unreasonable commitment, which is the reason why these
previsions are no longer judged to be a candidate for the ‘correct’ model. Hence, with hindsight, after observing O, the
initial set of candidates should have been K′ := {P ∈ K : P(O)> 0} rather than K. If K′ 6= /0, then since every prevision
in K′ is a separate candidate model, each of these is to be updated individually. If the conditions of Section 4.1 are
met, then as explained in Section 4.2.2, the fact that O has positive probability implies that this should be done by
means of Bayes’s rule, leading us to use K′cO = KcrO as our updated set of candidate models. If K′ = /0, then none of
the candidate models are reasonable, and this procedure cannot be applied. In that case, we are led to consider the set
PO = KcrO of all possible previsions on O as our updated set of candidates, simply because by the assumption of ideal
precision, one of these previsions is guaranteed to be the correct model. Either way, the approach above leads us to
adopt KcrO as our updated set of candidate models, and thereby seems to provide a justification for the use of regular
extension as an updating rule.

However, there is still a slight issue with this justification, at least in the way we have presented it so far. Indeed, one
could argue that after O has occurred, the initial candidate models are no longer relevant, and that therefore, it makes
no sense to go back and remove some of them. This problem is solved by the fact that we are adopting the setting of
Section 4.1.1. Since this setting requires that the updated model is provided in advance, the act of constructing this
updated model is necessarily a thought experiment that is conducted in advance, before the occurrence of any event.
Within this thought experiment, it is implicitly assumed that O can occur, because otherwise, it makes no sense to
provide an updated model for when O actually occurs, and it is this implicit assumption that leads us to adopt K′ instead
of K. It is important to realise that K′ exists within this thought experiment only. Our initial belief model, before any
event has occurred, is still the set K.

Similar arguments can also be used to try and justify other updating rules. For example, taking K′ to be the set of
all previsions that assign maximal probability to O results in maximum likelihood updating, of which Dempster’s rule
of conditioning can be regarded as a special case [15]. α-cut updating corresponds to the removal of all previsions
P in K for which P(O)< αPK(O), for some α ∈ (0,1) [3]. However, we consider the case P(O) = 0 to be the more
fundamental. The removal of extra previsions seems hard to justify on theoretical grounds. For example, the value
of α is bound to be arbitrary. Furthermore, the resulting rules are no longer guaranteed to avoid partial or sure loss.
Nevertheless, these rules have proved useful in practice, and the argumentation above can be used to motivate their use
on theoretical grounds.

These arguments can also be used to justify regular extension as an updating rule for lower previsions. It suffices to
adopt the sensitivity analysis interpretation, and to apply the reasoning above to the set of dominating linear previsions.
However, this is unnecessarily restrictive, because, as we are about to show, a similar justification can also be obtained
in a more direct manner, without any reference to the sensitivity analysis interpretation or ideal precision.

5.2. A direct justification, without ideal precision

One of the crucial points in the previous section was that, since the updated model is (assumed to be) specified in
advance, the act of constructing it is necessarily a thought experiment that makes the implicit assumption that the event
O can occur. Under this assumption, some of the previsions in K can be removed, and in this way, we obtain regular
extension.

The very same idea can be applied to sets of desirable gambles. Our current set of desirable gambles D need not be
the same as the set of desirable gambles D ′ that we would adopt under the extra assumption that O can occur—not to
be confused with the set of gambles DcO that are desirable contingent on the actual occurrence of O. But what should
D ′ be? Is it related to D? Can we construct it in an automated way?
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5.2.1. Adding an assessment
We think that an assumption that O can occur should lead us to add the following assessment:32

For ε ∈ (0,1) sufficiently small, IO− ε should be desirable. (27)

In other words, there should be some positive—but possibly very small—betting rate at which you are willing to
bet on O. Although we prefer not to stress this because it might easily be associated with an assumption of ideal
precision—which do not want to make—it might be useful to realise that in terms of probabilities, this assessment
simply means that O has some positive—but possibly very small—probability ε . We consider our assumption that Ω is
finite to be crucial here, because it guarantees that O is ‘sufficiently large’ with respect to Ω. If Ω were to be infinite,
we would not be inclined to adopt Assessment (27) for singleton events. Nevertheless, even for finite Ω, one might
think that Assessment (27) is still not compelling; we leave it to the reader to decide for himself.

We want to stress that we are not assuming that O can occur. Our suggestion here is simply that if such an assumption
is made, then Assessment (27) should be adopted. Our further analysis is based on this principle, and our conclusions
therefore only apply to events O for which it is considered reasonable. The main idea is that, while constructing an
updated model that is to be used after the occurrence of O, we are conducting a thought experiment in which O can
obviously occur, thereby allowing us to invoke Assessment (27). However, outside of this thought experiment, we do
not assume that O can occur.

In any case, if we choose to adopt Assessment (27), the first problem we are confronted with is the meaning of
“sufficiently small”: how small should ε be? An obvious suggestion is to return to the subject whose beliefs are modelled
by means of D—often an expert—and ask him to provide us with an ε ∈ (0,1) such that, under the assumption
that O can occur, IO− ε would be desirable to him. Alternatively, the choice of ε can be based on someone else’s
opinion—possibly your own. For now, let us assume that ε is known; we will come back to this shortly.

We are now faced with a classical belief expansion problem [14, 18]: we have an initial belief model D—a coherent
set of desirable gambles—and want to incorporate the additional assessment that IO−ε is desirable. Similarly to what is
done in propositional logic, this can be achieved by considering the deductive closure of the union of these assessments,
where in the language of sets of desirable gambles, the deductive closure is obtained by applying the operator E ; see
Refs. [45, 23, 8] for more information. Applying this procedure, we obtain the following set of desirable gambles:

E ε
O(D) := E (D ∪{IO− ε}). (28)

This set is not guaranteed to be coherent; the assessment IO−ε can be inconsistent with D . It is easy to see that E ε
O(D)

will be coherent if and only if ε− IO /∈D . It is useful to compare this with what happens in propositional logic: a belief
base can be expanded with a proposition a if and only if this belief base does not contain the negation of a.

Let us now come back to the problem of choosing ε . In practice, it is often very difficult to do so. The fact that we
think that there should be some ε ∈ (0,1) for which IO−ε is desirable does not imply that we can actually provide such
an ε . This typically occurs if D was provided by an expert that is no longer available for extra questions. Therefore,
instead of fixing ε in some arbitrary way, we propose to restrict attention to the set of desirable gambles

EO(D) :=
⋂

ε∈(0,1)
E ε

O(D), (29)

which consists exactly of those gambles whose desirability can always be inferred by expanding D with IO− ε ,
regardless of the value of ε ∈ (0,1). Assessment (27) should clearly lead us to consider—at the very least—the gambles
in EO(D) as desirable. Other gambles might be desirable as well, but in order to find out which ones, some kind of
domain expertise seems necessary. If this kind of expertise is not available, then EO(D) seems to be a reasonable,
conservative choice of model. Basically, we are then no longer adopting Assessment (27), but merely some of its
consequences.

32This follows from our definition of “believing that O can occur” in Section 4.3.2.
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5.2.2. Investigating the consequences of the assessment
In its current form, our expression for EO(D) is rather indirect, making it difficult to get a feeling for which gambles

it contains. Therefore, before drawing any conclusions with respect to updating, we start with a theoretical study of the
set EO(D). We restrict ourselves to results that are directly related to the updating problem we are trying to solve; see
Appendix AppendixA for additional properties that are—although they are relevant—not directly related to the present
discussion.

The following proposition establishes that in order for EO(D) to be coherent, it is sufficient as well as necessary for
PD (O) to be strictly positive.

Proposition 15. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and an event O ∈P /0(Ω). Then EO(D) is
incoherent if and only if PD (O) = 0. Furthermore, if EO(D) is incoherent, then EO(D) = G (Ω).

Proof. First, assume that EO(D) is incoherent. Since, by construction, EO(D) satisfies D2–D4, this implies that EO(D)
fails to satisfy D1 and therefore, that 0 ∈ EO(D).

Fix ε ∈ (0,1). By Eq. (29), we know that 0 ∈ E ε
O(D). By Eq. (28), and since D is coherent, this implies that either

IO− ε = 0 or g+λ (IO− ε) = 0, with λ ∈ R>0 and g ∈D . The first option is impossible because ε < 1. Hence, we
have that ε− IO = 1/λg and therefore, by the coherence of D and because 1/λ > 0 and g ∈D , that ε− IO ∈D . Since
this holds for all ε ∈ (0,1), we infer from Eq. (12) that PD (O)≤ 0 and therefore, by Eq. (13), that PD (O) = 0.

Next, still assuming that EO(D) is incoherent, we prove that EO(D) = G (Ω). Choose any f ∈ G (Ω). Now choose
any ε ∈ (0,1). From the first part of this proof, we know that ε/2− IO ∈D . Now choose α ∈ R>0 high enough such
that f +α > 0. Then, by Eq. (28),

f = ( f +α)+ 2α/ε(ε/2− IO)+ 2α/ε(IO− ε) ∈ E ε
O(D).

Since this holds for all ε ∈R>0, we infer from Eq. (29) that f ∈ EO(D). Since this holds for all f ∈ G (Ω), we find that
EO(D) = G (Ω).

Finally, assume that PD (O) = 0. Consider any ε ∈ (0,1). Then by Eq. (12), we know that there is some 0≤ α < ε

such that α− IO ∈D . Hence, by Eq. (28) and the coherence of D , we find that 0 = (ε−α)+(α− IO)+(IO− ε) ∈
E ε

O(D). Since this holds for all ε ∈ (0,1), we infer from Eq. (29) that 0∈ EO(D), implying that EO(D) is incoherent.

Therefore, if PD (O) = 0, the set EO(D) is clearly not very useful. For now, let us assume that PD (O) is strictly
positive. In that case, perhaps surprisingly, none of the gambles IO− ε in Assessment (27) is actually added to D .

Proposition 16. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and an event O∈P /0(Ω) such that PD (O)>
0. Then for all ε ∈ (0,1):

IO− ε ∈ EO(D)⇔ IO− ε ∈D .

Proof. Since D is clearly a subset of EO(D), we only need to prove the direct implication. So consider any ε ∈ (0,1)
and assume that IO− ε ∈ EO(D). We will prove that then IO− ε ∈D . If we choose 0 < ε ′ < ε , then by Eq. (29), we
know that IO− ε ∈ E ε ′

O (D). By Eq. (28), and because D is coherent, we now have that, without loss of generality,
either (a) IO−ε ∈D or (b) IO−ε = g+λ (IO−ε ′), with g ∈D ∪{0} and λ > 0. In case of (a), the proof is concluded.
In case of (b), we find that, with λ ′ := 1−λ ,

λ
′(IO− ε) = IO− ε +λ (ε ′− IO)+λ (ε− ε

′) = g+λ (ε− ε
′) ∈D ,

where the last inclusion is a consequence of the coherence of D . If λ ′ = 0, then 0 ∈D , contradicting the coherence of
D . If λ ′ < 0, then, again by the coherence of D , ε− IO ∈D ⊆ EO(D). By combining this with our assumption, and
using the coherence of EO(D) [which is a consequence of Proposition 15 and our assumption that PD (O)> 0], we find
that 0 = (ε− IO)+(IO− ε) ∈ EO(D), contradicting the coherence of EO(D). The only remaining possibility is that
λ ′ > 0. In this case, by the coherence of D , we find that, indeed, IO− ε ∈D .

If PD (O) is strictly positive, we even find that EO(D) is equal to D .

Proposition 17. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and an event O∈P /0(Ω) such that PD (O)>
0. Then EO(D) = D .
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Proof. By Eq. (11), and since PD (O)> 0, we know that there is an ε > 0 such that IO− ε ∈D . Since D is coherent,
we also know that ε < 1. From Eq. (28), we now infer that E ε

O(D) = E (D) and therefore, since D is coherent,
that E ε

O(D) = D . Applying Eq. (29), we find that EO(D) ⊆ D . Since clearly also D ⊆ EO(D), we conclude that
EO(D) = D .

By Eq. (13), the only remaining option is that PD (O)> PD (O) = 0. In that case, EO(D) is completely characterised
by the following theorem.

Theorem 18. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and let O ∈P /0(Ω) be any event such that
PD (O)> 0. Then

f ∈ EO(D)⇔ f ∈D or (∀ε ∈ (0,1))(∃λ ∈ R>0) f +λ (ε− IO) ∈D (30)

⇔ f ∈D or (∀ε ∈ (0,1))(∃λ ∈ R>0)(∀λ ∈ (0,λ ]) f +λ (ε− IO) ∈ int(D). (31)

Proof. First, assume that the right-hand side of Eq. (30) or Eq. (31) holds. Then clearly, for all ε ∈ (0,1), by Eq. (28),
f ∈ E ε

O(D). Hence, by Eq. (29), f ∈ EO(D).
Next, assume that f ∈ EO(D). We will prove that this implies the right-hand side of Eqs. (30) and (31). Clearly,

without loss of generality, we may assume that f ∈ EO(D) \D . Now fix ε ∈ (0,1). By Eq. (28), and because D is
coherent, we find that there are g∈D ∪{0} and λ ε ∈R>0 such that f = g+λ ε(IO−ε). If g = 0, then by the coherence
of EO(D) [because of Proposition 15 and because PD (O) > 0], IO− ε ∈ EO(D). Due to Proposition 16 and the
coherence of D , this implies that f = λ ε(IO−ε)∈D , a contradiction. Hence, g∈D and therefore f +λ ε(ε−IO)∈D .
By repeating this argument, we obtain a set of coefficients λ ε ∈R>0, one for every ε ∈ (0,1), that satisfies the following
condition:

(∀ε ∈ (0,1)) f +λ ε(ε− IO) ∈D . (32)

This already proves Eq. (30) [simply denote λ ε as λ ].
Now fix ε ∈ (0,1) and λ ∈ (0,λ ε∗ ], with ε∗ := ε/2. We will show that f +λ (ε− IO) ∈ int(D) and thereby finish

the proof for Eq. (31) [simply denote λ ε∗ as λ ]. We consider two possibilities. The first possibility is that, for all
ε ′ ∈ (0,ε∗], λ ε ′ε

′ ≥ λε∗. Then for all ε ′′ ∈ (0,1), we can choose α > max{0,max f} and ε ′ ∈ (0,ε∗] small enough
such that ε ′(1+α/λε∗)≤ ε ′′ and therefore also

λ ε ′(ε
′′− IO)≥ λ ε ′(ε

′(1+
α

λε∗
)− IO)≥ λ ε ′(ε

′(1+
α

λ ε ′ε
′
)− IO) = α +λ ε ′(ε

′− IO)> f +λ ε ′(ε
′− IO).

By combining this with Eq. (32) and the coherence of D , we find that ε ′′− IO ∈D . Since this holds for all ε ′′ ∈ (0,1),
we infer from Eq. (12) that PD (O)≤ 0, which contradicts our assumption. Hence, we only have to consider the second,
remaining possibility, namely that there is some ε ′ ∈ (0,ε∗] for which λ ε ′ε

′ < λε∗. Since also λε∗ ≤ λ ε∗ε
∗, we can

use this particular ε ′ to define

δ1 :=
λ ε∗ε

∗−λε∗

λ ε∗ε
∗−λ ε ′ε

′
≥ 0, δ2 := 1−δ1 =

λε∗−λ ε ′ε
′

λ ε∗ε
∗−λ ε ′ε

′
> 0 and β := δ1λ ε ′ +δ2λ ε ≥ λ ,

where the last inequality holds because

β =
λ ε∗ε

∗−λε∗

λ ε∗ε
∗−λ ε ′ε

′
λ ε ′ +

λε∗−λ ε ′ε
′

λ ε∗ε
∗−λ ε ′ε

′
λ ε∗ =

λ ε∗ε
∗λ ε ′ −λε∗λ ε ′ +λε∗λ ε∗ −λ ε ′ε

′λ ε∗

λ ε∗ε
∗−λ ε ′ε

′

and therefore

β ≥ λ ⇔ λ ε∗ε
∗
λ ε ′ −λε

∗
λ ε ′ +λε

∗
λ ε∗ −λ ε ′ε

′
λ ε∗ ≥ λ ε∗ε

∗
λ −λ ε ′ε

′
λ

⇔ λ ε∗ε
∗
λ ε ′ −λε

∗
λ ε ′ −λ ε ′ε

′
λ ε∗ +λ ε ′ε

′
λ ≥ 0

⇔ λ ε∗ε
∗−λε

∗− ε
′
λ ε∗ + ε

′
λ ≥ 0⇔ (λ ε∗ −λ )(ε∗− ε

′)≥ 0.

Since
δ1λ ε ′ε

′+δ2λ ε∗ε
∗ = δ1λ ε ′ε

′+(1−δ1)λ ε∗ε
∗ = λ ε∗ε

∗+δ1(λ ε ′ε
′−λ ε∗ε

∗) = λε
∗,
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we find that

f +λ (ε∗− IO) = f +λε
∗−λ IO ≥ f +λε

∗−β IO =(δ1 +δ2) f +δ1λ ε ′ε
′+δ2λ ε∗ε

∗− (δ1λ ε ′ +δ2λ ε)IO

=δ1[ f +λ ε ′(ε
′− IO)]+δ2[ f +λ ε∗(ε

∗− IO)].

By Eq. (32) and the coherence of D , this implies that f +λ (ε∗− IO) ∈D . Hence, if we define δ := λε∗ > 0, then since
we know that λε∗ = λε−δ [because ε∗ = ε/2], we find that f +λ (ε− IO)−δ ∈D and therefore also, by Eq. (5), that
f +λ (ε− IO) ∈ int(D).

Although this result applies whenever PD (O)> 0, we are of course mainly interested in the case PD (O) = 0. If
PD (O) is positive, we already know from Proposition 17 that EO(D) = D . If PD (O) = 0, EO(D) might be strictly
larger than D ; however, as the following result shows, only slightly—or should we say, marginally—so.

Corollary 19. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and let O ∈P /0(Ω) be any event such that
PD (O)> 0. Then D ⊆ EO(D)⊆ cl(D) = cl(EO(D)) and

PEO(D)( f ) = PD ( f ) for all f ∈ G (Ω).

Proof. We first prove that D ⊆ EO(D) ⊆ cl(D). Since D is clearly a subset of EO(D), it suffices to show that
EO(D) ⊆ cl(D). So fix any f ∈ EO(D) and δ ∈ R>0. By Eq. (4), we need to prove that f + δ ∈ D . If f ∈ D , this
follows trivially from the coherence of D . Hence, by Theorem 18, we can assume without loss of generality that

(∀ε ∈ (0,1))(∃λ ∈ R>0)(∀λ ∈ (0,λ ]) f +λ (ε− IO) ∈ int(D)⊆D .

If we choose ε ∈ (0,1) and λ ∈ R>0 small enough, then f +δ ≥ f +λ (ε− IO) ∈D and therefore, by the coherence
of D , f +δ ∈D .

We now know that D ⊆ EO(D) and EO(D) ⊆ cl(D). By applying the operator cl to both sides of each of these
inclusions, we find that

cl(D)⊆ cl(EO(D))⊆ cl(cl(D)) = cl(D),

where the last equality follows trivially from the fact that for coherent D , cl coincides with the topological closure
operator. Hence, we find that cl(D) = cl(EO(D)). By Eq. (6), and since EO(D) is coherent because of Proposition 15,
this implies that PEO(D)( f ) = PD ( f ) for all f ∈ G (Ω).

Hence, if PD (O)> PD (O) = 0, the difference between D and EO(D) is situated on their border. Nevertheless, this
difference could be important, especially if we start to condition these models.

One particular conditional model that will be especially useful to us is EO(D)cO. It has the nice property that the
associated set of almost desirable gambles does not depend on the border structure of EO(D) or D .

Proposition 20. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and an event O∈P /0(Ω) such that PD (O)>
0. Then for all f ∈ G (O):

f ∈ cl(EO(D)cO)⇔ IO f ∈ cl(EO(D))⇔ IO f ∈ cl(D).

Proof. We only prove that f ∈ cl(EO(D)cO)⇔ IO f ∈ cl(D); this implies the other equivalences because, as we have
shown in the proof of Corollary 19, cl(EO(D)) = cl(D).

First assume that IO f ∈ cl(D). Consider any λ ∈R>0 and ε ∈ (0,1). Then by Eq. (4), IO( f +λ )+λ (ε−IO)= IO f +
λε ∈D [because δ := λε ∈R>0]. Since this holds for all ε ∈ (0,1), we infer from Theorem 18 that IO( f +λ )∈ EO(D)
or, equivalently, that f +λ ∈ EO(D)cO. Since this holds for all λ ∈ R>0, we find that f ∈ cl(EO(D)cO).

Conversely, assume that f ∈ cl(EO(D)cO). Consider any δ ∈ R>0 and choose α ∈ (0,1) such that α < δ . Then,
by Eq. (4), f +α/2 ∈ EO(D)cO and therefore IO( f +α/2) ∈ EO(D). If IO( f +α/2) ∈D , then by coherence of D also
IO( f + δ ) ∈ D . If IO( f + α/2) /∈ D , then by applying Theorem 18 with ε := α/2, we find some λ ∈ R>0 such that
IO( f + α/2)+λ (α/2− IO) ∈ int(D) ⊆ D , with λ := min{1,λ} ∈ (0,λ ]. Since λ ≤ 1 and 0 < α < δ , we know that
δ > α ≥ α/2(1+ IO)≥ α/2(λ + IO), which implies that

IO f +δ > IO f +
α

2
(λ + IO)≥ IO f +

α

2
(λ + IO)− IOλ = IO( f +

α

2
)+λ (

α

2
− IO).
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Therefore, because IO( f +α/2)+λ (α/2− IO) ∈D , it follows from the coherence of D that, again, IO f +δ ∈D . Hence,
in all cases, IO f +δ ∈D . Since this holds for all δ ∈ R>0, we infer from Eq. (4) that IO f ∈ cl(D).

Therefore, if we are only interested in cl(EO(D)cO), or equivalently, in PEO(D)(·cO), all we need to know is cl(D),
or equivalently, PD . The connection between PEO(D)(·cO) and PD is provided by regular extension.

Corollary 21. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and an event O in P /0(Ω) such that PD (O)> 0.
Let R(·cO) be the regular extension of PD , as given by Eq. (23). Then

PEO(D)( f cO) = R( f cO) for all f ∈ G (O).

Proof. Fix any f ∈ G (O) and any µ ∈ R. By Proposition 20 and Eq. (4), we have that

PD (IO[ f −µ])≥ 0⇔ IO[ f −µ] ∈ cl(D)⇔ f −µ ∈ cl(EO(D)cO)⇔ PEO(D)cO( f −µ)≥ 0.

Since PD (O) > 0, we know from Proposition 15 that EO(D) is coherent. This implies that EO(D)cO and therefore
also PEO(D)cO is coherent, which allows us to infer that PEO(D)cO( f −µ) = PEO(D)cO( f )−µ [C8]. Furthermore, due to
Eqs. (3) and (7), we know that PEO(D)cO( f ) = PEO(D)( f cO). Hence, putting it all together, we find that

PD (IO[ f −µ])≥ 0⇔ PEO(D)( f cO)≥ µ.

Since this holds for all µ ∈ R, we infer from Eq. (23) and the fact that PD (O)> 0 that PEO(D)( f cO)≥ R( f cO).
Next, since EO(D) is coherent, we know that PEO(D)(·cO) is coherent with PEO(D) and therefore also, since

PEO(D) = PD because of Corollary 19, that PEO(D)(·cO) is coherent with PD . Since PD (O)> 0 guarantees that R(·cO)
is the largest lower prevision on G (O) that is coherent with PD , this implies that PEO(D)( f cO)≤ R( f cO).

5.2.3. Turning the assessment into an updating rule
Plenty of mathematics so far, but still no updating rule. So let us get back to the beginning: a coherent set of

desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and an event O ∈P /0(Ω). We are looking for an updated set of desirable gambles DO
that we intend to adopt after the occurrence of O, but which is specified in advance.

If O cannot occur, it makes no sense to provide an updated model DO, nor does it matter if we get it wrong. Hence,
while constructing the updated model DO, we might as well assume that O can occur. Within this thought experiment,
if we are willing to adopt Assessment (27)—and we will assume that we are—then as explained in Section 5.2.1, we
can combine this assessment with our set of desirable gambles D to obtain a new set of gambles that is guaranteed to
include EO(D). Given that our interpretation for sets of desirable gambles is non-exhaustive, using EO(D) itself puts
us on the safe, conservative side. The rest of the argument now depends on whether or not EO(D) is coherent.

If it is, it means that Assessment (27) is compatible with D , and we are led to consider D ′ = EO(D) as our set of
desirable gambles. It is important to realise that D ′ is only adopted within the thought experiment of—in advance—
constructing an updated model for after the occurrence of O; the belief model of our subject is still D . Within this
thought experiment, we can now apply the arguments of Section 4, and this results in the use of DO =D ′cO= EO(D)cO
as a conservative choice of updated model. If PD (O)> 0, Proposition 17 tells us that EO(D) = D , which implies that
in that case, the updated model DO = DcO is exactly the same as the one we would have used had we not included
Assessment (27).

If EO(D) is incoherent, or equivalently, by Proposition 15, if PD (O) = 0, it means that Assessment (27) is not
compatible with D . In fact, it even implies that EO(D) = G (Ω). Hence, in that case, it clearly makes no sense to
use EO(D) as the set D ′ that is adopted within the thought experiment of construction DO. A possible solution to
this problem is to drop Assessment (27) and take D ′ to be equal to D . By applying the arguments of Section 4 to
D ′, this results in the use of DO = D ′cO = DcO as our updated model. However, the same conclusion can also be
reached without dropping Assessment (27). The fact that Assessment (27) is incompatible with D does not imply that
this is also the case for subsets of D . Indeed, in particular, the gambles that are of the form IO f , with f ∈DcO, will
always be compatible with Assessment (27).33 Since these gambles are the only ones that are relevant for Eq. (26), the

33Because coherence of D implies that IO f 6≤ 0, which in turn implies that f 6≤ 0. Hence, for any ε ∈ (0,1) and any λ ∈ R>0, it holds that
f +λ (1− ε) 6≤ 0 and therefore also that IO f +λ (IO− ε) 6≤ 0.
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argument of Section 4 can still be applied, and it leads us to conclude that using DO = DcO as our updated model is a
conservative approach.

By combining the case in which EO(D) is coherent with the one in which it is not, we end up with the following
updating rule:

D r
O :=


EO(D)cO = DcO if PD (O)> 0
EO(D)cO if PD (O)> PD (O) = 0
DcO if PD (O) = 0

for all O ∈P /0(Ω). (33)

It is identical to simply conditioning, except if PD (O)> PD (O) = 0, in which case it is guaranteed to be at least as
informative—since EO(D)⊇D . Nevertheless, despite it being more informative, this strategy still avoids partial loss,
even if we announce updated models for multiple events O at the same time.34 Furthermore, it clearly also satisfies the
second upper constraint that was discussed in Section 4.3.2.

If we let R(·c·) be the regular extension of PD , then by Theorem 18, for all O ∈P /0(Ω), the lower prevision that is
associated with the updated set D r

O is given by

PD r
O
( f ) =


R( f cO) = PD ( f cO) if PD (O)> 0
R( f cO) if PD (O)> PD (O) = 0
PD ( f cO) if PD (O) = 0

for all f ∈ G (O). (34)

5.2.4. Rephrasing the result in terms of lower previsions
The updating rule that was derived in the previous section can be translated to the framework of lower previsions in

a straightforward manner. For any coherent conditional lower prevision P(·c·) and any event O ∈P /0(Ω), we simply
apply Eq. (33) to the smallest associated set of desirable gambles D = EP(·c·) and consider the corresponding lower
prevision PD r

O
, as given by Eq. (34). In order to reflect this particular choice of D in our notation, we denote this lower

prevision as RP(·c·)(·cO). The following result establishes that RP(·c·)(·c·) is a coherent conditional lower prevision on
C (Ω) that is furthermore completely characterised by the natural extension of P(·c·).

Corollary 22. Consider a coherent conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with arbitrary domain C . Let E(·c·) be its
natural extension and let R(·c·) be the regular extension of E(·cΩ). Then RP(·c·)(·c·) is a coherent lower prevision on
C (Ω) and, for all ( f ,O) ∈ C (Ω):

RP(·c·)( f cO) =


R( f cO) = E( f cO) if E(OcΩ)> 0
R( f cO) if E(OcΩ)> E(OcΩ) = 0
E( f cO) if E(OcΩ) = 0

Proof. The equality follows from Eq. (34) and the fact that, with D = EP(·c·), by definition of natural extension,
PD (·c·) = E(·c·) and therefore also PD (·) = E(·cΩ). Since P(·c·) is coherent, D = EP(·c·) is coherent as well, and
therefore, Corollary 31—see Appendix AppendixA—implies that RP(·c·)(·c·) =PE r(D)(·c·) is a coherent lower prevision
on C (Ω).

Interestingly, if we apply this procedure to an unconditional lower prevision P on G (Ω), the resulting conditional
lower prevision RP(·c·) is equal to the regular extension of P.

Corollary 23. Consider a coherent lower prevision P on G (Ω) and let R(·c·) be its regular extension. Then

RP( f cO) = R( f cO) for all ( f ,O) ∈ C (Ω).

Proof. As explained in the proof of Corollary 22, RP(·c·) is equal to PE r(D)(·c·), with, in this particular case, D =
EP = DP. The proof now follows immediately from Corollary 32—see Appendix AppendixA.

34There is a coherent set of desirable gambles D∗ = E r(D)—see Appendix AppendixA, Corollary 32—such that D ⊆D∗ and EO(D)⊆D∗ for
all O ∈P /0(Ω) such that PD (O)> PD (O) = 0. Hence, by Eq. (33), for all O ∈P /0(Ω), D r

O ⊆D∗cO. As explained in Section 4.3.2, this implies
that updating by means of the updated sets D r

O is guaranteed to avoid partial loss, even if multiple updated sets are announced at the same time.
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This result implies that RP(·c·)(·c·) can be regarded as a generalisation of the notion of regular extension to coherent
conditional lower previsions. Therefore, from now on, for any conditional lower prevision P(·c·), we will refer to
RP(·c·)(·c·) as the regular extension of P(·c·) and, whenever it is clear from the context which conditional lower prevision
it is derived from, we drop the index and write R(·c·) instead of RP(·c·)(·c·).

If we are considering the regular extension R(·c·) of a conditional lower prevision P(·c·), some notational confusion
might arise, because in Corollary 22, we used R(·c·) to refer to the regular extension of E(·cΩ), with E(·c·) the
natural extension of P(·c·). In order to avoid this confusion, we will denote the regular extension of E(·cΩ) by R∗(·c·).
Similarly, as we did in Section 4.2.3, we denote the natural extension of E(·cΩ) by E∗(·c·). Using these conventions,
the regular extension R(·c·) of P(·c·) is given by

R(·cO) =


R∗(·cO) = E∗(·cO) if E(OcΩ)> 0
R∗(·cO) if E(OcΩ)> E(OcΩ) = 0
E(·cO) if E(OcΩ) = 0

for all O ∈P /0(Ω).

If P( f cΩ) is defined for all f ∈ G (Ω), then E(·cΩ) will be equal to P(·cΩ) and E∗(·c·) and R∗(·c·) can be taken
to be the natural and regular extension of P(·cΩ), respectively. If P(·cΩ) is known—or if E(·cΩ) can be calculated—
R∗(·cO) can be obtained by applying the computational techniques of Section 3.3. The result is guaranteed to coincide
with R(·cO) whenever P(OcΩ)> 0—E(OcΩ)> 0—but will be vacuous and might therefore only be a (safe) lower
approximation of R(·cO) if P(OcΩ) = 0—E(OcΩ) = 0.

Natural and regular extension coincide whenever E(OcΩ)> 0 or E(OcΩ) = 0. If E(OcΩ)> E(OcΩ) = 0, regular
extension may differ from natural extension and is guaranteed to dominate it. Eq. (15) provides the natural extension of
a conditional lower prevision P(·c·) with an interpretation in terms of linear previsions: it is the lower envelop of the
set KP(·c·) consisting of the conditional lower previsions that dominate P(·c·). A similar interpretation can be given to
the regular extension of P(·c·) as well: in case it differs from the natural extension—if E(OcΩ)> E(OcΩ) = 0—then
the regular extension R(·cO) of P(·c·) is equal to the regular extension R∗(·cO) of E(·cΩ), and therefore given by

R( f cO) = inf{P( f cO) : P ∈ KE(·cΩ) and P(O)> 0}
= inf{P( f cO) : P(·c·) ∈ KP(·c·) and P(OcΩ)> 0} for all f ∈ G (O).

Given that the only assumptions that were made to obtain R(·c·) are (i) that we are working within the setting
that was described in Section 4.1 and (ii) that within the though experiment of constructing the updated model, the
subject whose beliefs are being modelled is willing to adopt Assessment (27), we have finally found our justification
for updating by means of regular extension. Whenever these two conditions are met, regular extension serves as a
conservative updating strategy, for both conditional and unconditional coherent lower previsions.

6. Conclusions

Updating and conditioning are two very different matters. Conditioning is only a mathematical concept, expressed
solely in terms of current beliefs. Updating, on the other hand, is concerned with how to change these beliefs, after
being informed that some event has occurred. A claim that these two concepts should somehow be related to one
another, let alone that they should coincide, is by no means trivial.

This paper has addressed this issue within an imprecise-probabilistic setting, in terms of sets of desirable gambles,
lower previsions and sets of linear previsions/mass functions. If we are looking for an updating rule that is specified
in advance, and furthermore assume that the occurrence of the events on which we want to update—and nothing
more—will be reported to us if and only if they actually occur, then conditioning can be justified as a conservative
updating strategy. If we condition by means of natural extension, no further assumptions are required. For regular
extension, these conditions need to be supplemented by an additional one: provided that an event can occur, we should
be willing to bet on the occurrence of that event at some arbitrarily small but nevertheless positive betting rate.

All of our main results have been obtained directly in terms of sets of desirable gambles. It is only afterwards that
we have translated them to the framework of lower previsions. Nevertheless, from a more practical point of view, as the
reader will no doubt have noticed, our results in terms of lower previsions seem to be the easiest to apply. The reason
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for this is that, whenever the event has positive lower probability, the corresponding conditional and/or updated lower
prevision can be obtained directly from the unconditional one, using relatively simple computational techniques. For
regular extension, it even suffices for the upper probability to be positive, as will be the case for most events of interest.
This might seem trivial and well-known, but it is in fact not, because it also holds if we apply regular extension to a
conditional lower prevision, or to a set of desirable gambles: if the upper probability of an event is positive and we are
interested in the corresponding updated lower prevision—the lower prevision that corresponds to the updated set of
desirable gambles—then all that is needed in order to compute it is the unconditional part of (the natural extension of)
the lower prevision we started from—the closure of the original set of desirable gambles. Hence, for the purpose of
updating by means of regular extension, and unlike what is the case for natural extension, the border structure of a set
of desirable gambles—the very thing that makes it more general than other imprecise-probabilistic models—seems to
be of little relevance, unless we want to update on an event with upper probability zero.

As far as future work is concerned, the main open problem is whether our results can be extended to infinite state
spaces, and if yes, to which extent. At first sight, it seems like our justifications for updating by means of natural or
regular extension should still hold. However, the conditions that need to be fulfilled in order for them to be applicable
become hard to satisfy, and are perhaps even unrealistic.

Most importantly, the requirement that we should be informed about the occurrence of the event of interest—and
nothing more—if and only if it actually occurs becomes problematic. If the state space is the euclidean plane, it is
common to condition on and/or update after the observation of one of its coordinates, resulting in a model for the
remaining coordinate. However, observing the exact value of a single coordinate is an idealisation of what we have
really observed: some larger event that contains the line that corresponds to the coordinate. Unfortunately, we are never
informed about the actual occurrence of this larger event, thereby making it impossible to apply our justifications for
updating. Instead, this larger event is usually assumed to have some mathematically convenient shape, and a limit
argument is employed to be able to condition on the idealised observation, ultimately leading to a conditioning rule for
densities rather than probability measures. Along the way, an implicit assumption of countable additivity is usually
added to the mix as well. This leads to mathematically convenient expressions, but it becomes hard to pinpoint what
they mean exactly, let alone to justify such procedures as an updating strategy. All of this is already highly non-trivial
in the precise-probabilistic case, and it is bound to become even harder in the imprecise-probabilistic case. See for
example Ref. [38, Section 6.10] for some interesting examples and initial work on these topics.

If we were able to deal with these issues, the notion of regular extension could be extended to infinite state spaces
in a way that differs from the approach that is taken by Walley [38, Appendix J]. The requirement that, under the
assumption that an event can occur, the subject should be willing to bet on it at some possibly small but nevertheless
positive betting rate, would only have to be imposed on the series of events of which the idealised event is the limit,
rather than on the limit event itself. By taking the limit of the resulting updated models, we obtain a notion of regular
extension that is more informative than natural extension, even if the limit event has upper probability zero, as long as
the elements of the series of events of which it is the limit each have positive upper probability. In contrast, in order for
Walley’s notion of regular extension to be informative, the upper probability of the limit event needs to be positive.

In addition to these perhaps rather philosophical challenges, dealing with infinite spaces also leads to a host of
technical issues that have to be dealt with. The theory of conditional lower previsions introduced in Section 2.2.1 is
no longer equivalent with the alternatives that were discussed in Section 2.2.3, mostly due to issues with countable
additivity and conglomerability. Depending on the theory that is adopted, coherence tends to be either too weak or too
restrictive. Some of the proofs in this paper no longer work, and extending them to the infinite case seems hard, if not
impossible. Nevertheless, being able to deal with the infinite case would be useful, and we consider it be an important
as well as challenging line of future research.
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AppendixA. Additional technical results

Besides the ones that were already discussed in Section 5.2.2, the operator EO that was introduced in Section 5.2.1
has some additional nice properties as well. Since they do not fit nicely into the main discussion of the paper, we gather
them in this appendix.

We start by investigating what happens if we apply EO multiple, say n ∈ N, times. Consider a sequence of events
Oi ∈P /0(Ω), i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, and let us apply the corresponding sequence of operators EOi , i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, to a coherent
set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω), in that order, resulting in a set of gambles

EO1,...,On(D) := EOn(EOn−1( · · · EO2(EO1(D)) · · · )). (A.1)

What does this set look like? And does it depend on the order in which the operators are applied? The following results
provide an answer to these questions.

Proposition 24. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and a sequence of n ∈N events Oi ∈P /0(Ω),
i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Then EO1,...,On(D) is coherent if and only if PD (Oi) > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. If it is coherent, then
cl(EO1,...,On(D)) = cl(D). If it is incoherent, then EO1,...,On(D) = G (Ω).

Proof. We provide a proof by induction. For n = 1, the result follows trivially from Proposition 15 and Corollary 19.
Consider now the case n > 1. Then by the induction hypothesis, we may assume that the result is true for n−1.

First, assume that EO1,...,On(D) is coherent. Assume ex absurdo that EO1,...,On−1(D) is incoherent. Then, by the
induction hypothesis, EO1,...,On−1(D) = G (Ω), and therefore

EO1,...,On(D) = EOn(EO1,...,On−1(D)) = EOn(G (Ω)) = G (Ω)

is incoherent, a contradiction. Hence, we find that D ′ := EO1,...,On−1(D) must be coherent. By the induction hypothesis,
this implies that cl(D ′) = cl(D) and, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n−1}, that PD (Oi) > 0. Since D ′ and D are both coherent,
we infer from cl(D ′) = cl(D) and Eq. (6) that PD ′ = PD and therefore, by conjugacy, that PD ′(On) = PD (On). Since
EO1,...,On(D) = EOn(D

′), we infer from Proposition 15 and the coherence of D ′ and EO1,...,On(D) that PD ′(On) > 0,
which in turn implies that cl(EOn(D

′)) = cl(D ′) [Corollary 19]. In conclusion, we have found that cl(EO1,...,On(D)) =
cl(EOn(D

′)) = cl(D ′) = cl(D) and that, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, PD (Oi)> 0.
Next, assume that EO1,...,On(D) is incoherent. We will prove that EO1,...,On(D) = G (Ω) and that there is some

i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that PD (Oi) = 0. If D ′ := EO1,...,On−1(D) is incoherent, it follows from the induction hypothesis
that (a) there is some i ∈ {1, . . . ,n−1} such that PD (Oi) = 0 and (b) D ′ = G (Ω) and therefore also EO1,...,On(D) =
EOn(D

′) = G (Ω). Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that D ′ is coherent. As shown in the first
part of this proof, this implies that PD ′(On) = PD (On). Since D ′ is coherent and EO1,...,On(D) = EOn(D

′), we can
now combine Proposition 15 with the fact that EO1,...,On(D) is incoherent to infer that EO1,...,On(D) = G (Ω) and
PD ′(On) = PD (On) = 0.

Proposition 25. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and a sequence of n ∈N events Oi ∈P /0(Ω),
i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Then

EO1,...,On(D) =
n⋃

i=1

EOi(D).

Proof. Let us define D0 := D and, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, Di := EOi(Di−1) = EO1...,Oi(D). Since D0 ⊆ D1 ⊆ ·· · ⊆
Dn−1 ⊆Dn, we find that, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n},

EOi(D) = EOi(D0)⊆ EOi(Di−1) = Di ⊆Dn = EO1,...,On(D).

Hence, we are left to prove that EO1,...,On(D) ⊆ ∪n
i=1EOi(D). Fix any f ∈ EO1,...,On(D). We will prove that f ∈

∪n
i=1EOi(D). By Proposition 15, we may assume without loss of generality that, for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, PD (Oi) > 0,

because otherwise, ∪n
i=1EOi(D) would be equal to G (Ω), which would make the proof trivial. Now let i∗ be the smallest

i ∈ {0, . . . ,n} for which it holds that f ∈ Di [since f ∈ EO1,...,On(D) = Dn, i∗ always exists]. If i∗ = 0, then f ∈ D ,
which makes the proof trivial. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume that i∗ ≥ 1. This allows us to consider
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the set Di∗−1, of which we know, by definition of i∗, that f /∈ Di∗−1. Since PD (Oi) > 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , i∗− 1},
we know that Di∗−1 is coherent and that cl(Di∗−1) = cl(D) [this is trivial if i∗− 1 = 0 and otherwise follows from
Proposition 24 with n = i∗−1]. Since Di∗−1 is coherent and PD (Oi∗)> 0, we can combine Theorem 18 with the fact
that f ∈Di∗ \Di∗−1 = EOi∗ (Di∗−1)\Di∗−1 to infer that

(∀ε ∈ (0,1))(∃λ ∈ R>0)(∀λ ∈ (0,λ ]) f +λ (ε− IOi∗ ) ∈ int(Di∗−1). (A.2)

Since D and Di∗−1 are both coherent, cl(Di∗−1) = cl(D) implies that int(Di∗−1) = int(D) [Eq. (6)]. Therefore, since
D is coherent and PD (Oi∗)> 0, we can infer from Eq. (A.2) and Theorem 18 that f ∈ EOi∗ (D) and therefore also, that
f ⊆ ∪n

i=1EOi(D).

It follows from this last result that EO1,...,On(D) is fully determined by the set of events O = {Oi : i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}},
and we will therefore simply denote it by EO(D). The order of the events O1, . . . ,On does not matter, neither does
the fact that some of the events might appear multiple times. For this reason, from now on, we no longer consider
sequences of events, but non-empty subsets O of P /0(Ω).

For any non-empty set of events O ⊆P /0(Ω), and any coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω), we define

EO(D) :=
⋃

O∈O
EO(D).

By the results above, and since P /0(Ω) and therefore also O is finite, the following properties are immediate.

Corollary 26. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and a non-empty set of events O ⊆P /0(Ω).
Then EO(D) is coherent if and only if PD (O) > 0 for all O ∈ O . If it is coherent, then cl(EO(D)) = cl(D). If it is
incoherent, then EO(D) = G (Ω).

Proof. Trivial consequence of Propositions 24 and 25.

The necessary and sufficient condition for EO(D) to be coherent—PD (O)> 0 for all O ∈ O—that is provided in the
result above simplifies if O = P /0(Ω). In that case, because D and therefore also PD is coherent, this condition is
satisfied if and only if PD (ω)> 0 for all ω ∈Ω.

It is also possible to characterise EO(D) differently, in a way that closely resembles our definition for EO(D).

Theorem 27. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and a non-empty set of events O ⊆P /0(Ω).
For any ε ∈ (0,1)O ,35 let E ε

O(D) := E (D ∪{IO− εO : O ∈ O}). Then

EO(D) =
⋂

ε∈(0,1)O
E ε

O(D).

Proof of Theorem 27. For the sake of notational convenience, let us denote the right-hand side of the desired equality
by E ∗O(D). We only show that E ∗O(D)⊆ EO(D). The converse inclusion holds trivially because, for all O ∈ O , EO(D)
is clearly a subset of E ∗O(D).

Consider any f ∈ E ∗O(D) and assume ex absurdo that f /∈ EO(D) =
⋃

O∈O EO(D), which already implies that f /∈D .
Then for all O ∈O , f /∈ EO(D) and therefore, there is some εO ∈ (0,1) such that f /∈ E εO

O (D). Let εmin := minO∈O εO

[this minimum is well-defined because Ω and therefore also P /0(Ω) and O are finite] and let ε ′ ∈ (0,1)O be defined,
for all O ∈O , by ε ′O := εmin|O|−1. Since we know that f ∈ E ∗O(D)\D ⊆ E ε ′

O (D)\D , we can infer from the definition
of E ε ′

O (D) and the coherence of D that there are n ∈ N such that n≤ |O|, g ∈D ∪{0}, (∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}) λi ∈ R>0 and
Oi ∈ O such that

f = g+
n

∑
i=1

λi(IOi − ε
′
Oi
) = g+

n

∑
i=1

λiIOi −
εmin

|O|

n

∑
i=1

λi. (A.3)

35An element ε of (0,1)O is a map from O to (0,1). For any O ∈O , the corresponding value is an element of (0,1) and will be denoted by εO.
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If we now define λmax := max{λi : 1≤ i≤ n} and let imax ∈ argmax{λi : 1≤ i≤ n}, then

n

∑
i=1

λiIOi −
εmin

|O|

n

∑
i=1

λi ≥ λmaxIOimax
− εmin

|O|
nλmax ≥ λmaxIOimax

− εminλmax ≥ λmax(IOimax
− εOimax

)

and therefore, by Eq. (A.3), f ≥ g+λmax(IOimax
− εOimax

), which implies that f ∈ E
εOimax
Oimax

(D). This is a contradiction,
allowing us to conclude that f ∈ EO(D). Since this holds for all f ∈ E ∗O(D), we find that E ∗O(D)⊆ EO(D).

Again, as was the case for EO(D), EO(D) is closely connected with regular extension. For every event O ∈ O ,
PEO (D)(·cO) is equal to the regular extension R(·cO) of PD .

Proposition 28. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and a non-empty set of events O ⊆P /0(Ω)
such that, for all O∈O , PD (O)> 0. Let R(·c·) be the regular extension of PD , as defined by Eq. (23). Then PEO (D) =PD ,

PEO (D)(·cO) = R(·cO) for all O ∈ O

and
PEO (D)(·cO) = PD (·cO) for all O ∈P /0(Ω) such that PD (O) = 0.

Proof. We know from Corollary 26 that EO(D) is coherent, and that cl(EO(D)) = cl(D). Therefore, by Eq. (6),
PEO (D) = PD .

Fix O ∈ O . The coherence of EO(D) implies that PEO (D)(·cO) is coherent with PEO(D) and therefore also with
PD . Since PD (O) > 0, this implies that PEO (D)(·cO) ≤ R(·cO) [see Section 3.2]. By Corollary 21, we know that
PEO(D)(·cO) = R(·cO). Furthermore, PEO (D)(·cO) ≥ PEO(D)(·cO) because EO(D) ⊆ EO(D). Hence, putting it all
together, we find that PEO (D)(·cO) = R(·cO).

Consider any O ∈P /0(Ω) such that PD (O) = 0. By Lemma 29, we know that EO(D)cO = DcO, which implies
that PEO (D)(·cO) = PD (·cO).

Lemma 29. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and a non-empty set of events O ⊆P /0(Ω) such
that, for all O ∈ O , PD (O)> 0. Then

EO(D)cO = DcO for all O ∈P /0(Ω) such that PD (O) = 0.

Proof. Fix O ∈P /0(Ω) such that PD (O) = 0. We only prove that EO(D)cO ⊆ DcO, because the other inclusion
follows trivially from the fact that D ⊆ EO(D).

Consider any f ∈ EO(D)cO and assume ex absurdo that f /∈DcO. Then IO f ∈ EO(D)\D , which implies that there
is some O∗ ∈O such that IO f ∈ EO∗(D)\D . Using Lemma 30, we find that PD (IO f )> 0. Choose λ ∈ R>0 such that
λ ≥max f . Then by the coherence of PD , we have that PD (IO f )≤ PD (IOλ ) = λPD (O) = 0. This is a contradiction,
allowing us to infer that f ∈DcO. Since this holds for all f ∈ EO(D)cO, we find that EO(D)cO⊆DcO.

Lemma 30. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and a non-empty set of events O ⊆P /0(Ω) such
that, for all O ∈ O , PD (O)> 0. Then for all f ∈ EO(D)\D: 0 = PD ( f )< PD ( f ).

Proof. Consider any f ∈ EO(D) \D , which implies that there is some O ∈ O such that f ∈ EO(D) \D . Choose
ε ∈ (0,1) such that ε < PD (O). Since PD (O)> 0, we know from Theorem 18 that there is some λ ∈ R>0 such that
f +λ (ε− IO) ∈D , which implies that PD ( f +λ [ε− IO])≥ 0. Using the coherence of PD [C2, C5 and C8], this allows
us to infer that

PD ( f ) = PD (λ [IO− ε]+ f +λ [ε− IO])≥ PD (λ [IO− ε])+PD ( f +λ [ε− IO])

≥ PD (λ [IO− ε]) = λ (PD (O)− ε)> 0.

Since f ∈ EO(D), we know that PEO(D)( f )≥ 0 and therefore, by Corollary 19, that PD ( f )≥ 0. Finally, the fact that
f /∈D implies that, for all α ≥ 0, f −α /∈D , which in turn implies that PD ( f )≤ 0.
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If the set O is taken to be equal to O1(D) := {O∈P /0(Ω) : PD (O)>PD (O)= 0} or O2(D) := {O∈P /0(Ω) : PD (O)>
0}, or any set in between these two, we obtain an important special instance of the operator EO , which we denote by
E r(D). For any coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω), it is defined by

E r(D) :=
⋃

O∈P /0(Ω)
PD (O)>PD (O)=0

EO(D) =
⋃

O∈P /0(Ω)
PD (O)>0

EO(D).

The last equality is a consequence of Proposition 17, which is also the reason why E r(D) = EO(D) for all O1(D)⊆
O ⊆ O2(D).

Corollary 31. Consider a coherent set of desirable gambles D ⊆ G (Ω) and let R(·c·) be the regular extension of PD .
Then E r(D) is coherent, PE r(D) = PD and

PE r(D)( f cO) =

{
R( f cO) if PD (O)> 0
PD ( f cO) if PD (O) = 0

for all ( f ,O) ∈ C (Ω).

Proof. Since E r(D) = EO2(D)(D), this follows immediately from Corollary 26 and Proposition 28.

If D is the set of desirable gambles DP that corresponds to a coherent lower prevision P, then E r(DP) is a subset of
D r

P and—as is the case for D r
P—its associated conditional lower prevision PE r(DP)

(·c·) is equal to the regular extension
of P.

Corollary 32. Consider a coherent lower prevision P on G (Ω) and let R(·c·) be its regular extension. Then E r(DP) is
a coherent subset of D r

P, PE r(DP)
= P and

PE r(DP)
( f cO) = R( f cO) for all ( f ,O) ∈ C (Ω).

Proof. Since DP is coherent and PDP
= P, we infer from Corollary 31 that it suffices to prove that E r(DP) ⊆ D r

P

and that, for all ( f ,O) ∈ C (Ω) such that P(O) = 0, PDP
( f cO) = R( f cO). The inclusion follows from Lemma 30 and

the fact that E r(DP) = EO2(DP)(DP). So consider any ( f ,O) ∈ C (Ω) such that P(O) = 0. Let E(·c·) be the natural
extension of P. Then as explained in Section 3.4, PDP

( f cO) = E( f cO). Hence, since natural and regular extension
coincide if the conditioning event has upper probability zero, PDP

( f cO) = R( f cO).

The following example illustrates that E r(DP) can be a strict subset of D r
P.

Example 2. Let Ω = {a,b} and consider the lower prevision P that is defined by

P( f ) := min{ f (a),
f (a)+ f (b)

2
} for all f ∈ G (Ω).

Then

DP = { f ∈ G (Ω) : f (a)> 0 and f (a)+ f (b)> 0}∪G (Ω)>0

= { f ∈ G (Ω) : f (a)≥ 0 and f (a)+ f (b)> 0} (A.4)

and

D r
P = DP∪{ f ∈ G (Ω) : − f (b) = f (a)> 0}= { f ∈ G (Ω) : f (a)≥ 0 and f (a)+ f (b)≥ 0}\{0}.

Since P(Ω) = P(Ω) = 1, 1/2 = P({a})< P({a}) = 1, 0 = P({b})< P({b}) = 1/2 and PDP
= P, we know that O1(DP)

consists of the singleton {b}, which implies that E r(DP) = E{b}(DP). Assume ex absurdo that E{b}(DP) \DP 6= /0.
Consider any f ∈ E{b}(DP) \DP. Then by Theorem 18, and since PDP({b}) > 0, there is some λ ∈ R>0 such that,
for all λ ∈ (0,λ ], f + λ (1/2− I{b}) ∈ DP, which implies, by Eq. (A.4), that f (a)+ λ 1/2 ≥ 0 and f (a)+ f (b) > 0.
Since this holds for all λ ∈ (0,λ ], we infer that f (a)≥ 0 and f (a)+ f (b)> 0, or equivalently, that f ∈DP. This is a
contradiction, allowing us to infer that E{b}(DP)\DP = /0 and therefore, by Theorem 18, and since PDP({b})> 0, that
E{b}(DP) = DP and therefore also E r(DP) = DP. Hence, in conclusion: DP = E r(DP)⊂D r

P. ♦
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